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AGENDA FOR THE 2005 NATIONAL MINING ASSOCIATION (NMA) /NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC) URANIUM RECOVERY WORKSHOP

Executive Tower Hotel, Denver, Colorado
May 25, 2005

8:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast

9:00 a.m. NAS Report on Waste Disposal

9:30 a.m. Innovative Radiological Soil Survey
at Dawn Mining's Facility

- John Wiley, NAS

- Jan Johnson, MFG

10:00 a.m. Health Physics Society Legislative and
Regulatory LLRW Initiatives

- Scott Kirk, Health Physics Society

10:30 a.m. BREAK

10:45 a.m. Land Reuse of Reclaimed Sites - Tish O'Connor, DOE
(Panel Discussion)

- Craig Cox, Inter West
Energy Alliance

- Doug Dahle, National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL)

-Jeff Dominick - NREL

11:30 a.m. LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)

1:00 p.m. Economic Forecast for Uranium

1:30 p.m. EPA Uranium Mining TENORM
Report and More

2:00 p.m. Overview UR Inspections Activities

2:30 p.m. Use of Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance System for Cleanup Analysis

- Fletcher Newton, Power Resources

- Loren Setlow, EPA

- Jack Whitten, NRC

- George Powers, NRC

3:30 p.m. Wrap Up
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AGENDA FOR THE 2005 NATIONAL MINING ASSOCIATION (NMA) /NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC) URANIUM RECOVERY WORKSHOP

Executive Tower Hotel, Denver, Colorado

May24, 2005

8:30 a.m. Registration/Continental Breakfast

8:50 a.m. Welcome/Opening Remarks

9:00 a.m. NRC Overview

9:30 am. Commission Decision in HRI Litigation

10:00 am. License Termination at a Superfund Site
A Joint Partnership

- John Lusher, NRC
- Katie Sweeney, NMA
- Robert Pierson, NRC

- Robert Nelson, NRC

- Anthony J. Thompson,
Law Office of Anthony J. Thompson

-Rahe Junge, UMETCO

10:30 a.m. BREAK

10:45 a.m. New ISL Regulations in Wyoming - Rick Chancellor (or Roberta Hoy),
State of Wyoming

I1:15 a.m. NRC Activities for Controlling the Disposition
of Solid Materials

- John Lusher, NRC

11:45 a.m. LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)

1:15 p.m. Successful Land Transfer at Sohio
L-Bar

- Kevin Myers, State of New Mexico
- Mark Plessinger, Stoller

2:15 p.m. BREAK

2:30 p.m. DOE Title II Site Annual Update

3:00 p.m. Update on MOU to Deferring Groundwater
Regulation at ISL Facilities

- Ray Plieness, DOE

- Robert Nelson, NRC

3:30 p.m. Wrap up Day 1
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New Developments in ISL
Uranium Recovery Regulation:

Hydro Resources, Inc.'s
Crownpoint Uranium Project

& \ ~Presened By.
Anthony J. Thompson. Esq.

Christopher S. Pmos, lEsq
\ \ Thompson & Simmons, PLUC

4
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PRESENTATION OUTLINE

* Hydro Resources, Inc.'s (HRI) Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Licensing
Proceeding

* Background and Procedural History
-.- Licensing Board Determinations

*< 's es Appealed

* C iss' Decsions

S4 \

BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL
HISTORY

* 17 HRI Submits License Application for
the Crownpoint Uranium Project (CUP)

Four Prooosed Uranium Recovery Sites:
* Church Rock Section 8
* Church Rock Section 17
*it One

pont

1



BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL
HISTORY

* 1994: NRC Staff Issues Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS)

* 1996- Eastern Navajo Dine Against Uranium Mining,
Southwest Research and Information Center
and Others (Intervenors) Request NRC
Hearing

NRC Staff Issues Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) and Determines No

nificant Impacts Posed by HRI's Proposed
CU

BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL
HISTORY

* NRC Hearing Bifurcated to Be Litigated By Site

* 1998-1999: Church Rock Section 8 Litgation
Commences

nsing Board Determines That HRI License
ton is Adequate

2
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BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL
HISTORY

* Intervenors Appeai to Commission

* 51200 Commission Determines that HRI Must Submit
Groundwater Restoration Action Plans (RAPs) and
Financial Assurance Cost Estimates Prior to
Commencing iUraniumn Recovery (CLW0--08)

_* 20 1 HRI Sutbmits RAPs for All Sites and Receives NRC
Stall Approval

* Intervenors Challenge RAP for Church Rock Section 8

* jmlC Hearing At NRC With Licensing Board Regarding

I

LICENSING BOARD
DETERMINATIONS

1104: Licensing Board Issues Decision
Upholding HRI Church Rock Section 8
RAP With Three Exceptions (LBP-04-03):

* RAP Cannot Assume Availability of Major Site
Equipment During Restoration
¢AP Cannot Assume the Performance of Multiple,
nrtelatedl Tasks (i.e., Wearing Multiple Hats) by Site

plopees During Groundwater Restoration
* usAcount for Use of Tremie Lne' Method of

Wet- Jug g

ISSUES APPEALED

* 2ta- HRI Appeals LBP-04-03 to the Commission and Requests
Review

* §&L4 Commission Grants HRl's Request for Review

* 7jQ HRI Submits hitial Brief to Conmission

* Issues for Review,

Cannot Assumre Availability of Major Site Eqiuipment Durlnga lo

* k a t Assune the Performance of Multiple, Unrelated
T a. eriwn Muhiple Hats) by Site Employees During

Resto'

3



ARGUMENT

* ISSUE#1: RAPCamnotAssumeAvaitablityofMajorSite
Equipment During Restoration

* SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT:

* Standard Indusby Practice and NRC ISL Standard Review Plan
llows for the Availability or Major Site Equipment

lcensing Board Dedsion Does Not Define What Is Major Site
__ uipment (i e., All Pumps, All Pipes, RO's, IX Columns. Brine

tsbt al rs, lc )

* N ions Requiring Mandatory Annual Surety Updates
Ao r A s oment f Financial Assurrwace to Reflect
Mainte <epair or Replacement of Site Equipment

ARGUMENT

* ARGUMENT #1: Standard Industry Practice and NRC
ISL Standard Review Plan Addresses for the Availability
of MajorShe Equipment

* Standard Industry Life-Cyde Cost Estimates on She
Equipment Provides for Adequate Assessments and

< Repair or Replacement of Major Site Equipment as
_, aessary

* l Fifteen Percent (15%) Contingency Included in
mtes Provides Additional Safeguard

ARGUMENT

* ARGUMENT #2: Licensing Board Decision
Does Not Define What is Major Site Equipment

* EL Uranium Recovery Fadlities Have Numerous Types of
Equipment That Couid Be Deemed Major

* WeField Pipes
* Bne Concentrators

_ _Reverse Osmosis Mechanisms
Cne Loaders

4



I4
ARGUMENT

* ISL Uranium Recovery Licensees Do Not
Account for Dismantling Entire Well-Field and
Reconstructing for Decommissioning

* Cost-Prohibitive to Force Licensees to Re-
Purchase All Site Equipment for Decommissioning

Not All Site Equipment Requires Replacement,
M nMintenance and Repair

ARGUMENT

. A5RGUft- #3: NRCR Re i R;uin Miandatory
vuety Upriates Ailbv 10r Atjustment df hanndai ASSZanCO to

Reflect Maintenance, Repair or Repacement of Site Equipment
* NRC ReAat CFRP 40 O ,A, A. Criterion 9 Require

Mandatory Suret Updates on an Ann s

* Surety Updates Requirn Cost Aljustnents (Up or Down) In th Event of

-W~. I7. teboe, eP-e.co C-uR- h T_=

b _ .Cwh'L ApPvvdAs.".
, Ew.A-., P..coe oR

*F for Surety Updates As An Adequate
Set t; ssinlngstansdardtIndustry Practice WAd

Geseii dtrt NRC Stait

ARGUMENT

* 1;UE #2: RAP Cannot Assune the Performance of Mvjtiple,
Utretated Tasks r-e., Wen Mfitiple Hats) by Site Employees

Durin Restoration

* SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT:

* Stndan tTr Pracka Assnes the Prforraince of Mitlte,
tnretd SROitEonv"s

Rr. sed Labor Categories and Cost Estimates Am Suffictent to
itlfml'0e arlRestoration

d Xpse*to S Reg oendtiayk~ s Labor Sureb es Provide

5



ARGUMENT

* ARGUMENT #1: Standard Industry Practice
Assumes the Performance of Multiple, Unrelated Tasks
by Site Employees

* ISL Urariurn Recovery Is Largely Automated and Few Site
Employees Are Required

* e Tasks tCan Be Performed by Experienced Oualified
es\kionais

\\ fJ*l

ARGUMENT

* ARGUMENT #2: HRl's Proposed Labor
Categories and Cost Estimates Are Sufficient to Perform
Groundwater Restoration

* HRI Modeled fts Proposed Lrabor Categories and Costs on
Existing or Completed. NRClAgreement StateApproved
reds

* I e Requred Fifteen Percent Contingency for An
eguard

\ \ it

ARGUMENT

* ARGUMENT #3: NRC Reg'fiations Requting Mandatory Annual
Surety Updates Provide Adequate Safeguards for Potential
Increases hI Labor Requirements

* Appendx A. Criterilon 9 Mandaory Annual Surety Updates Alw for
Assessnent of Labor Costs end Potential Need for Mo or Lass
Manpower at te Site

S u rsy Updates Requie Cost Adustatents tn the Event of.

hTedvioogy or Processes
h EngtrriN Practices

* " otal Costs for UcernisdApproved Actions
*hParrneten for Restoration



COMMISSION DECISION

* 12/0 Commission Issues CU-04.33 and Frnds For HRI On Both
Appealed Issues As Follows:

* i #RAP Cannot Assume Availability of Major Site
Eupet During Restrratiorl

* Comnmissin Delerrnies

d SlM PFAP ?bu Ftendl AslAanre Cool Ea-ts for

of S k. E d Uud e. .. sd ed mn Vrr Ultnwor

. NRw tSodt~ydui.s And FdtnPel Co k i
^Kt.S bu AmAnlb. tSw This ksdwt

\ \

COMMISSION DECISION

* I$SUF#2; RAP Cannot Assume the Performance of Mutiple.
later Tsks (I.e., Wearing Multiple Hats) by Site Employees

Owing Restoration

CgMmission Determines

* That Standard hIdustry Practice of Assuming the
Performance o Muttiple, Unrelated Tasks by Site Employees
Is Appropriate

" 9 at HRfs RAP Presents the Proper Approach

NRC Annual Surety Updates Are An Adequate
feguad tor Assessing the Potential Need for hIcreases In

Ca os for Fnancial Assarance Cost Estimates

\ \ U~^

OUTSTANDING ISSUES

* Three Remaining Uranium Recovery Sites
Must Be Litigated:

* Church Rock Section 17
, Unit One
; wpoint

t _A~ec



OUTSTANDING ISSUES

* Scope of Issues Have Been Refined:

Groundwater
* SVWN AEA Regadng Operating In Crk*ing Water Sources
* F l Aquifer Characteristics In ISL lining
* PerfonacBased Licensg Approach for ISL Mining
* Excursion Contots
* Restoration Costs Estimates

Cultral ard Historic Resorces
*# Phased Approach to Section 106 Resource Identlicetion Per

* 'P rrtomnnceBased License Approach

oly thurcl Rock Section 17 to Be Litigated
*En Irnpact Statement Adequacy

n os for Church Rock Section t to Preserve Appeal

8



LQD 5/24/0:

Recent Changes to WDEQ In Situ Rules

LQD & WQD Rules
WQD - Chapter 8, Section 4 - In Situ Restoration

LQD - Chapters 7 and I 1- Noncoal In Situ Mining

I

Power Resources, Inc. (PRI) - Highlands
Erosion Fabric in F-Wellfield Drainage,

6/98, Quarterly Inspection.

In Sulliffill

Recent Changes top WDEQ In Situ Rule,N

Regulatory Framework - Overview

Purposes of the LQD & WQD Rule Packages
Hot Topics in the Rule Packages

PRI - Smith Ranch,
Wellfield 4 Pilot Holes, K if .> "

12/98, Quarterly Inspection. '

MISSION, ____ - .I

<2
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LQD 5/24/0'

Regulatory Framework - Overview

Federal
EPA - Safe Drinking Water Act

* Underground Injection Control Program
* Code of Federal Regulations
* EPA Delegation of Primacy to WDEQ

NRC - Atomic Energy Act
* NRC Draft Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with WDEQ

State
WDEQ

* 'As stringent as' federal requirements
* Wyoming Environmental Quality Act (WEQA)
* WQD Memorandum of Understanding with LQD
* Policies

Regulatory Framework - Overview

EPA - Safe Drinking Water Act (SD WA, 1974)

* 1974 - Underground Injection Control (UIC) Program
established as part of SDWA.

* 1980 - Is' UIC Regulations
Class III wells - wells associated with solution mining.

* 1983 - EPA Delegation of Primacy to WDEQ.

;III- _

Page 2 of 22



LQD 5/24/05

IN

K>
Regulatory Framework - Overview

NRC - Atomic Energy Act (1954)

* NRC has a process similar to EPA 'primacy', through which a State is
deemed an 'Agreement State'. However, Wyoming has never sought
Agreement State status' for a variety of technical, regulatory, and
monetary reasons.

* Prior to 2000, the NRC exercised jurisdiction over surface activities only
(e.g., ore processing through 'i6n exchange). However, in 2000, the
NRC decided that NRC jurisdiction extends to the subsurface activities
in the wellfields. (SECY-99-0013).

* In 2003, to help reduce'or avoid dual regulation as a result of this
decision, the NRC approved work on MOUs with the non-Agreement
States - Wyoming, Nebraska, & New Mexico (SECY-03-0186).

.)

Regulatory Framework.- Overview,

Wyoming Environmental Quality Act
* Created in 1973, specific in situ mining provisions (similar to'current

provisions) added in 1979.
* Associated WDEQ rules promulgated in 1980. Few changes until 2005.

* LQD Guideline 4 also developed in 1980. Periodically updated.

WQD/LQD Memorandum ofAgreement
* Developed in 1996 to'identify the "respective responsibilities of the

divisions regarding the permitting and enforcement actions relation to
mining operations."

* LQD responsible for in situ mining permits.

* Groundwater classification responsibilities remain with WQD for
consistency among all users.

Page 3 of 22



LQD 5/24/

Regulatory Framework - Overview

WDEQ Policies
Three policies which impact in situ mining have been
developed in the last few years:

* Wellfield Averaging (WDEQ 1996)

* Treatability Criteria (WDEQ 2000)

+ Monitored Natural Attenuation
(EPA 1980s-1990s /WDEQ 2000)

PRI - Highlands, Well Installation in Wellfield H, 3/00, Quarterly Inspection.

� - --&-m- P 4 � -

Regulatory Framework - Overview

Wellfield Averaging

To characterize baseline water quality:

* Water quality data from
inside the ore zone is
averaged.

* Water quality data at the
monitor well ring is on an
individual well basis.

Primary reason:

* Extent of mixing in ore
zone during mining.

0 0

I0

41

0 0

0 \IP-I through IP-(.
Average data from all the wells.

through '
Use individual well data.

agl ww-

Pnlop A of 7f



LQD 5/24/(

Regulatory Framework - Overview

Radium Treatability Criteria

* Chapter 8, Section 5(a) provides WQD authority to set "treatability limits"
for Class I (Domestic) groundwater which "shall be classified by ambient
water quality and the technical practicability and economic reasonableness
of treating ambient water quality to meet use suitability standards."

* The Class I standard for radium is 5 picoCuries per liter (pCi/l), and the
treatability limit was 100 pCi/I.

* In 2000, at a joint meeting of LQD's and WQD's respective Advisory
Boards, the decision was made to rescind the radium treatability limit.

* Primary reason: Concern was that, despite the ready treatability of radium
(e.g., the Hanna water supply), an individual treatment unit could result in a
radioactive source.

Regulatory Framework - Overview

Monitored Natural Attenuation

* To ensure water is still suitable i Wa

for the uses for which it was o
suitable prior to mining. - 0 .

Primary reasons:
* Uncertainty about effectiveness of

MNA for in-situ, particularly , ad
given change in oxidation (`o -
reduction conditions. - *X

* Potential impacts if not effective.
. u . ,,.V i

Pave 5 nf 2.2
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LQD 5/24i

Changes to WDEQ In Situ Rules

V Regulatory Framework

Purposes of the LQD & WQD Rule Packages

Hot Topics in the Rule Packages

PRI - Smith Ranch,
Drilling activity in WeIlfield 3,

12/98, Quarterly Inspection.

--- .

Changes to WDEQ In Situ Rules

Purposes of the LQD & WQD Rule Packages
* Wyoming Program 'Maintenance',
* 'Harmonize' Federal & State requirements; S

* Clarify & coordinate language; and
* Address technical issues/improvements.

Some of
these are
also hot
topics.

Pnol IS Af fT



LQD 5/24/05

Purposes of the LQD & WQD Rule Packages

Wyoming Program 'Maintenance'

* Some of the decisions made by WDEQ and EPA when primacy
was granted are not clear because documentation may not have
been maintained and personnel involved in the' decisions are no
longer with the agencies?

*. Need to update for EPA revisions since
primacy was granted.

)

Purposes of the LQD & WQD Rule Packages

'Harmonize' Federal and State Requirements
2 Examples

* Permitting Process; and
* Applicability.

-,

�N -- -

Page 7 of 22
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'Harmonize' Federal and State Requirements

The Permitting Process

* EPA process designed for a small operation (e.g., only a
few wells) with minimal changes.

* Wyoming process designed for a multiple well operation
with wellfields coming on line and being taken off line.

Proposed rules retain the existing Wyoming permitting process
with minimal changes, and differences from the EPA process are
documented.

egin,

'Harmonize' Federal and State Requirements

Applicability - Minerals other than uranium.

Page 8 of 22



LQD 5/24/(

I

Changes to WDEQ In Situ Rules

o Regulatory Framework
vK Purposes of the-LQD & WQD Rule Packages

-Hot Topics in the Rule
Packages

PRI - Highlands,
Mechanical Integrity Testing,

11/99, Quarterly Inspection.

)

Changes to WDEQ In Situ Rules

'Hot Topics' in the Rule Packages
! vj:

* Well Construction & MIT Testing Frequiency

* Reporting Requirements.-

* EPA Aquifer Exemption!WQD Ground Water Classification

* Restoration Requirements

* Uranium Classification Siandard

Pane 9 of 22
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LQD 5/24/

Well Construction & MIT Testing Frequency

iderlying Technical Issue
mber of Wells (7,000+) &

UIn

Nu

Increasing MFliTFailure Rate

I-
a:

a.

- n , ~ - -
61i0 *5 NW

Il 111 1 -e-- - - - -

Well Construction & MIT Testing Frequency

Changes to Specific Sections in Chapter 11 (examples)

Section 6(c)(i) - The drill hole shall be of sufficient
diameter for adequate sealing and, at any given
depth, at least three inches greater in nominal
diameter than the diameter of the outer casing at that
depth. [Note: Proposed State Engineer rules require 4
inches.]

Section 7(a)(iii) - Maintenance of the mechanical
integrity of each Class Ill well, which has not been
plugged or converted as required by Section 8 of this
Chapter, shall be demonstrated at least once every
five years, or on a schedule determined by the
Administrator.

lwnap I

- 8' di-rrc ff dry1 hsol I

_ 4 ' doubter c a-ng

_ a.-I .cre I

_d ~.,veloen I

Pnlai, 1 nof 79



LQD 5/24/(

Reporting Requirements

Underlying Regulaiory Issue
As noted earlier, overall intent was to change the overall permitting process
as little as possible, but a few changes had to be made to ensure consistency
with federal language. For, cy=nple, federal rule is specific that the
notification from the Administrator to an operator that reinjection into a
repaired well can resume must be provided on a well-by-well basis.
However, operators requested an alternative that the notification could be
provided on a wellfield basis.

Change to Specific Sections in Chapter 11 (Example)
Chapter 11, Section 7(a)(v) If the Administrator determines that a Class III
well lacks mechamical integrity, he or she shall give written notice of this
determination to the 'opeirator of the well....The operator may resume
injection upon written notification from the Administrator that the operator
has demonstrated mechaiiical integrity.

..- . .-

)
.... i

EPA Aquifer Exempions/WQD Ground Water Classification

Underlying Regulatory & Technical Issues
Differences in EPA & WQD Approaches
Ore Distribution
Water Quality Distribution
Water Testing Requirements
Selection of Exemption Boundaries

PR] - Smith Ranch, Pilot Hole drilling in Welifield 4,12198, Quarterly Inspection.

Pnaorp I1 1 -nfT)'



LQD 5/24i(

EPA Aquifer Exemptions!WQD Ground Water Classification

Underlying Regulatory Issue -
Differences in EPA & WYQD Approaches
The Safe Drinking Water Act prohibits injection
into an aquifer that could serve as an
"Underground Source of Drinking Water" unless
one of the following aquifer exemption criteria is
applicable...

PRI - Gas Hills. Cameron Spring & Associated Reservoir, 7/98, Pre-Operation Inspection.

A_!1PI

EPA Aquifer Exemptions! WQD Ground Water Classification

...An aquifer (or portion of an aquifer) may be determined to be 'exempt' if:

(a) It does not currently serve as a source of drinking water; and

(b) It cannot and will not be a source of drinking water because:

(1) It is mineral, hydrocarbon or geothermal energy producing, or can be
demonstrated to be commercially producible;

(2) It is situated at a depth or location which makes recovery of water for
drinking water purposes economically or technologically impractical;

(3) It is so contaminated that it would be economically or technologically
impractical to render that water fit for human consumption; or

(4) It is located over a Class III well mining area subject to subsidence or
catastrophic collapse; or

(c) Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) are more than 3,000 and less than 10,000
milligrams per liter (mg/l). (40 CFR 146.4)

Pnori 19 of22



LQD 5/24/05

* EPA AquiferExemption&/WQDGround WaterClassification

In EPA's Aquifer Exemption process:

* The EPA can identify an aquifer as an exempted aquifer when the
State Program is approved; or

* After the State Program is approved, the State can submit the request
for an exemption to the EPA, and if the EPA approves the exemption,
then the exemption becomes a program revision.

In discussing application of the aquifer exemption process in Wyoming, four
items to keep in mind...

EPA AquiferExemptions/WQD Ground Water Classification

Wyoming-Specific Considerations (cont'd)

* The area to be exempted must meet one of EPA's exemption criteria.
The exemptions EPA has granted'in Wyoming have been based on

' 'commercially producible' e.g., the wellfield boundary (with an
allowance to the monitor well ring), due to overall good quality of the
water (generally s 500 mg/l TDS).

* When Wyoming was granted primacy for the UIC program by EPA, the
State did not directly add't the'EPA aquifer exemption process, at least
in part because of concerns about creating 'sacrifice areas.' Instead,
WQD retained theirgjiround water classification 'process, which
includes Class V (Hydrocarbon' Commercial, Mineral Commercial, or
Geothermal). --Therefore, none of the other EPA exemption criteria
have direct counterparts in the WQD rules.

Page 13 of 22
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LQD 5/24/05

EPA Aquifer ExemptionslWQD Ground Water Classification

Wyoming-Specific Considerations (coned)

* Once WDEQ determines that an area can be reclassified as Class V,
then WDEQ submits a request to EPA for an aquifer exemption. If
EPA grants the aquifer exemption, then WDEQ reclassifies the ground
water as Class V (public notice is required & generally occurs through
the LQD permitting process).

* Although EPA exemption is permanent, the WYQD classiflcation is not
considered permanent. W.S. § 35-11-103(f) includes restoration
requirements specifically for in situ mining, and WQD rules (Chapter
8, Section 3(c)) require protection of ground waters for all uses for
which the water is suitable.

I 1111111 Hl

EPA Aquifer Exemptions!WQD Ground Water Classification

Underlying Technical Issue - Ore Distribution
In Wyoming, the distribution of uranium and associated minerals (e.g., selenium) is
due to oxidation and reduction conditions in the subsurface formations when the
minerals were deposited. At most sites, the
concentration gradient from 'inside' to Uranium in Sandstone (ppm)
'outside' the ore zone is quite steep. I el I A SHIRLe BAMI

Selenium in Sandstone (ppm)

S" LIV$0

Adapted from E.N. I
Harshman, 1974,
Distribution of elements in some roll-type uranium deposits,
in Formation of Uranium Ore Deposits, IAEA, pp.1 69-183.

t:1L CAS ROML

'00CC1r000 .

0 as 4U arm

Page 14 of 22



LQD 5/24/05

EPA Aquifer Exemptions/WQD Ground Water Classification

Underlying Technical Issue - Water Quality Distribution

In addition, significant water quality differences inside and outside most ore
zones are generally limited to a very specific set of parameters - radionuclides...

TDS (mg/1) Uranium (mg/1)

Zone Zore

Motriwwei Moritor wet
11 Ring

250 300 350 400 450 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

Baseline data from PRI Smith Ranch Wellfield 4. Note that the scale on the uranium 'box & whisker' plot
does not show highest uranium concentrations. Vertical line on uranium plot illustrates EPA standard.

,

EPA AquiferExemptions/WQD Ground Water Classification

Underlying Regulatory Issue - Water Testing Requirements
The parameters which distinguish the' ore zone water quality are not parameters for
which wells are commonly tested.'Inl'fact, there is no requirement that owners of
'individual' wells, who may use wells for domestic and/or stock purposes, test their
wells for any parameters. There may often be'a suggested list of parameters, but it
may or may not include parameters of interest to uranium mine operators (e.g.,
uranium, radium, and radon).
These 'individual' wells provide essential
water sources on many. of the more than
9,000 farms and ranches (not to mention
ranchettes) in Wyoming, including those
in the areas where uranium mines are
located. Plus new water users (e.g., CBM)
are arriving.

PRI - Highlands (south of Satellite No2), Windmill used for livestock supply, 2/99, Quarterly Inspection.

Page 15 of 22
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LQD 5/24/1

EPA Aquifer Exemptions/WQD Ground Water Classification

Underlying Regulatory Issue - Selection of Exemption Boundaries

If exemption boundaries for in situ uranium mining in Wyoming, Nebraska, and
Texas are compared, three approaches have been used:

+ Exemption of the area inside thc moritor well ring;

* Exemption of the area inside the monitor well ring +

1/4 nile 'buffer'; I 'L:a 1
* Exemption of the entire permit area. I' I

Va111

EPA Aquifer Exemptions/WFQD Ground Water Classification

Underlying Regulatory Issue - Selection of Exremption Boundaries
The differences arc apparently due to three factors:

Water Quality - In an area where the TDS
concentrations exceed 8,000 mg/I both inside
and outside the production zone, the overall
water quality limits the uses for which the
water would be suitable. Conversely in an. ,* 1
area where the TDS concentrations inside and
outside the production zone are less than
5,000 mg/I, more uses are possible;

Best Professional Judgment - What is
considered a limiting factor in one area may
not be so considered in other areas; and

Lack of Historical Records - Resulting in
unintended changes from previous boundary
selection approaches.

=--- - -- - - - -26f��
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LQD 5/24/0

EPA Aquifer Exemptions/WQD Ground Water Classification

Changes to Chapter 11
Added Section 10 (paraphrased below)

(a) Injection restricted to production zones that:
(i) & (ii) Have been classified by WDEQ as Class V and exempted by EPA;
(iii) In a hydrologic setting in whichfluld movement into unauthorized zones can be prevented.

(b) An aquifer, or a portion thereof may be'exemnpted if:
(i) It meets criteria similar to EPA criteria;
(ii) As demonstrated by information in application, including:

(A) Map and general description;
(B) Information that exemption area is commercially producible, including:

(I) Thepermitboundaryi L'-'

(11) The right to mine; but no more than the area w/i the monitor well ring plus a
distance to the next quarter quarter (' OA) section boundary that Is at least one
quarter ('4) milefrom the monitor well ring;
(111) & (IV) Information on mineralogy, geochemistry and mining technology; and

(C) Amenability of production zone to proposed mining method; and a mining schedule.
(c) Process for obtaining an exemption (i.e., the EPA Program Amendment).

EPA Aquifer Exemptions!WQD Ground Water Classification

Other Efforts
* Continue to work with EPA to develop a consistent aquifer exemption process.
+ Continue compilation of available baseline water quality data to help ensure

the exemption area is representative of ore distribution and protective of
ground water resources.

.RI Gas Hills, 7/98,
Pre-permitting Inspection in _
area of previous exploration. _
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LQD 5/24/

Restoration Requirements

NRC

* Restoration language in the NRC Guidance Document
1569 mirrors what is now the old LQD rule language.

* Per letter of 11/2/2004 from NMA to NRC, NRC
restoration requirements may be of concern to NMA.
(Note: Per the information in the previous slides. WDEQ does not
consider the letter to be an accurate reflection ofaquifer exemption and
restoration requirements and concerns in Wyoming.)

aiihmi���

Restoration Requirements

EPA
While EPA can require restoration of
exempted area if it is deemed "necessary
and feasible to insure adequate protection
of USDWs" (40 CFR 146.11), and does
require restoration of exempted areas on
Indian Lands, more stringent restoration
requirements within the exempted area are
generally left up to the individual states.

However, ...

I

PRI - Highlands, Reverse Osmosis Units,
I 1100, Quarterly Inspection.

Pnai IR 1 I `,



LQD 5/24/(

Restoration Requirements

'!'.A rcont'd,
...EPA does require that USDWs next to the exempted portion of the aquifer

not be adversely impacted by residual water quality in the exempted portion.
If natural attenuation processes
(e.g., adsorption, precipttation, and
dilution), are relied on to reduce |
concentrations migrating outof *

the wellfield, then monitoring to l
confirm the effectiveness of the - -

atiefiuation may be necessary. ; A . O
(EPA & WDEQ Policies) / ; 'I. +

I

K - - & _ A

PRI - Highlands, 2004, Evaluation o
Natural Attenuation of RadiumA

a *C * S.. **t *. *t - *, *1, ISA

111111111 ____ 0 -

Restoration Requirements

Wyoming * -

.W.S. § 35-11-103(f):
(iii) "Groundwater restoration" means the condition achieved when the
quality of all groundwateiraffected by the injection of recovery fluids is
returned to a quality of use equal to-or better than, and consistent with the
usesfor which the water was suitable prior to the operation by employing
the best practicable technology; (emphasis added)

where "best practicable technology" is defined as:

(i) ... [A] technology based process justifiable in terms of existing
performance and achievability in relation to health and safety which
minimizes, to the extent safe and practicable, disturbances and adverse
impacts of the operation on human or animal life, fish, wildlife, plant life
and related environmental values.

Pnor- 10 a of'9
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LQD 5/24/05

Restoration Requirements

Wyoming (cont'd)

* LQD relies on WQD's Class of Use in Chapter 8 to determine
"quality of use", and classification responsibilities remain with
WQD for consistency among all Wyoming water users.

* The rule changes are intended to: bring language more in line
with the statute; better define the factors that go into an
evaluation of whether BPT has been applied; and serve as a
reminder of the statutory provision for changing restoration
requirements (Director referral to the EQC).

Restoration Requirements

Wyoming (cont'd)
Old Rule
Chapter I1, Section 3(d)(i)
The information necessary to demonstrate that the
operation will return all affected groundwater,
including affected groundwater within the
production zone, receiving strata, and any other
areas, to a condition such that its quality of use is
equal to or better than, and consistent with, the
uses for which the water was suitable prior to the
operation by employing the best practicable
technology. Such a demonstration shall be made
by showing that, through the employment of the
best practicable technology, as defined in W.S. §
35-1 1-103(f)(i):

(A) To background or better, or:
(B) Quality of use equal to and consistent with

uses for which thee water was suitable prior to the
commencement of the operation.

New Rule
Chapter I1, Section 5(a)(ii) (paraphrased)
The information necessary to demonstrate that the
operation will achieve the standard of returning all
affected groundwater to the pre-mining class of use or
better using Best Practicable Technology, in
accordance with the following provisions:

(A) List of BPT factors;
(B) Use wellfield averaging;
(C) Parameter by parameter basis; and
(D) Protection of adjacent aquifers
(E) If unable to achieve the pre-mining class of use:

(I) Request Director recommend to EQC to
modi fy restoration criteria (W.S. 35-11 29(iii));

(11) Provided Section 5(a)(ii)(D) can still be met.

Page 20 of 22



LQD 5/24/05

Uranium Classification Standard

:Groundwaters of the state are classified by:

Use
Groundwater that is a known source of supply and appropriated for uses
identified in W.S.§ 35-11-102 and 103(c)(i) is classified by use: domestic
water. (Class I); water for fish and aquatic life (Special A); water for
agriculture (Class II); water for livestock (Class III); and water for industry
(Class IVA&B); or by

Ambient Water Quality .

Table 1 of Chapter 8 (first pr mulgated in 1980) establishes the type of use
that groundwater is suitable for, based upon the concentrations of minerals in
the water. Recognizing that the natural, or ambient, quality of groundwater
varies and is dependent upon the concentrations of specific constituents that
naturally exist in groundwater, Chapter 8 established a system to classify
groundwater according to its suitability for various purposes.

Uranium Classification Standard

The concentration values (rg/L) in Table I are also used by WDEQ to:

* Establish the permissible limits to which a regulated discharge to
groundwater can legally impair groundwater quality beyond ambient
conditions (but with no change in the use suitability of the water); &

* Establish the limits to which impacted groundwater must be restored
in the event a discharge or release results in an exceedance of that
limit.

The values in Table I are not drinking water standards.

111111111111
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LQD 5/24,

Uranium Classification Standard

* The concentration values in Table I had not been updated in several years, and
WQD considered it necessary to update the table based on more recent
information about safety and aesthetic considerations for some of the
parameters, one of which was uranium.

* The change made by EPA to uranium drinking water standard was for new
safety (health) considerations, and the change was to reduce the uranium
standard for drinking water supplies from 5 mg/I to 0.03 mgIl.

'NegIcy' Subdivision near area of
LQD Pennit 522, 19SOs.

Uraniutm Classification Standard

* However, because Table I is for classification only, WQD decided not to
adopt the new standard, because it could result in much of the water in the
state not being eligible for Class I protections, even though the water
quality was good in all other respects. WQD also did not want to leave the
old standard in Table I because of concerns that it could lead to false sense
of security if Table I were misapplied, i.e., if values in the table were
thought to be drinking water standards. In addition, a concentration of 5
mg/l is high, even in the baseline data from wells in production zones in the
Wyoming in situ uranium mines.

Range in Welifield Concentrations: <0.003 to 18.600 mg/l
Range in Wellfield Means: 0.013 to 1.067 mg/I
Range in Wellfield Medians: 0.008 to 0.073 mg/l
(Note: Reported ranges should be considered draft.)

Pane 22 of 22
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',,State and Federal
Regulatory Pro'cesses for

' Transfe'r of the L-Bar Site
May 24, 2005 Denver, CO

13y Kevin^ilens,101ED)Ground Water Quality B.ureau;

; airk r'IsiniSM Stoller for US. DOE; and

. ';~ - Joha Trumtl.SOHIO HWestern hlining Co.

.1S ;t s9st' t6*-| ' XB

Acknowledgements And Introduction

* Thanks to SOHIO, DOE, NMED
and NRC/NMA

* Presentation Overview:
-Site Background,
- Federal/State Processes Prior to

-Transfer,
- DOE Issues for Site Transfer
- Questions or Comments

K->
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L-Bar Site

* Near Moquino, Bibo & Seboyeta
* West of Albuquerque
* Laguna Mining District

coI
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L-BAR SITE STRATIGRAPHY
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Operational History
L-Bar Facility

* Mill and Tailings 1977 to 1981
* Tailing pond 140 acres;

1 to 45 feet in height; 2 M tons
* State Permiit DP-150 from

1982 thru October 2004
* NM Water Quality Act 1978
* NRC License SUA #1472

thru October 2004
* UMTRCA:1978
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Partial F
History

Zeclamationl

-- * Initial CAP .1 986, Pump & Evap
* Cover placed 1990, radon barrier

-.- *Settling of Tailings and Cover
* Cease Pump & Evap 1999

Added Cover 2000,
- minimum 4.1 feet thick

* Revised rip rap, sediment basin
U design

* Final CAP complete by 2000

K>

<2
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Jurisdictional Issue

* NRC/NMED regulation of non
radiological contaminants and off-
site contamination.

* Sohio/DOE/NMED met in Santa
Fe with NRC included
telephonically

* Rights reserved, State process
continues with DOE incorporating
results into LTSP for NRC review

NRC Requirements

* License Amendments Fulfilled
* ACL Petition 1998
* ACL Approval 1999
* Cover and Storm Water Design

Revised
* Reclamation complete 2000
* Radon Barrier Survey and

Final Inspection 2001

6



NMED Requirements I

* Abatement Process
* Public Meetings 2001 and 2003
* SOHIO Petitions for AAS 2002
* NMED Supports Petition

,....

I

NMED Requirements 11

* WQCC
* WQCC Public Hearing and

Approval for AAS 2003
* Comletioni Report Jan 2004
* Compliance with WQCC

Regulations and Permit DP-150

<-'I
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Analyte New ACL AAS AAS
Mexico Source Affected

Standard Zone Area

U 0.030 13 13 NA
(2004/07)

Se 0.05 2.0 2.0 NA

Cl 250 NA 1,127 NA

S0 4  4,000 NA 13,110 5,185
background

NO 3  10.0 NA 1,180 NA

TDS 5,880 NA 20,165 7,846
background

ALL VALUES IN mgfL

8 7
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* Work with NRC, SOHIO and
NMED;-,,

* DOE Requirements
* WQCC Hearing - Testimony
* Draft and'Final LTSP (SMP)

DOE Requirements I

* Site reclamation approved by
NRC

* Clear title to site property
* Unirmipeded access to site and off

site feature' (e.g.-, monitor wells)

9
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DOE Requirements 11

* Site must be free of unnecessary
infrastructure (e.g., buildings and
equipment)

* Site cannot have outstanding
federal, state, or local permits
- DOE will not accept
responsibility for closing out
existing permits
- Lesson learned the hard way

WQCC Hearing Outcome

* AAS Petition Approved
- Adequate Source Control,

Abatement, and Monitoring Plan
- Institutional Controls accepted

* Draft LTSP Additions
- Map of source zone/affected area
- AAS numerical values

- Sample Moquino supply wells

- Erosion monitoring program

10
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SjLTSP Finalized.
:
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,* LTSP Revised and Reviewed
* Final Draft Submitted to NRC
.* NRC Reviews and Approves

L-Bar Si
October

te Transferred
'2004

* New Mexico Approves
Termination of Permit DP-150

,¢.-*NRC Lic-ense SUA #1472
terminates

' DOE General License In Place
&+ , LTSP active

* Financial Assurance Transfer
* DOE begins inspections

K-I
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Conclusions and
. Questions

,: * Cooperation between Federal and
State Agencies facilitated the
L-Bar site transfer for SOHIO.

' * QUESTIONS or COMMENTS?

<2

<2
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. nd i;- Management: m -

2005 U SNcleIar eguatory.o is., :sion

:~~~~~ . g .... .:.Wi¢>-innu6 .pae.....-- V k-- -;

My24-25 200'5
* -!Colo6rado

I - ~~~~. . ;. t * *. .,,-,', { i ,;.- .

: Status of Title II Site Tr s s'
1i~~ to DOE .

L-Bar, New:Mexi-o ;;-
- Site ,transfeiedO'tD0E October 21, 2004

Shi. . .'. :. Si•Sithrl (Petrotomics) .yoming

- Reai p'ropert lra sferrid to DCOE March 25 '2005

it;, St transfrt.DOE license pending receipt
.. , ofro'rdeco d e !and subse quent submittal of

~ , -LTSPtoNRC , -

Final transfer imminent- ' -.

, .-
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Status of Title II Site Transfers
N V to DOE (continued)

Bear Creek Wyoming
- Licensee has resolved mineral rights issue

- DOE has addressed NRC comments on LTSP

- Real property transfer activities will start when
licensee receives mineral deed from state

- Site transfer anticipated in late 2005

* Durita, Colorado
- DOE submitted LTSP to NRC February 1, 2005

- Corps of Engineers ready to transfer real estate at
DOE's direction

- Site transfer anticipated in late 2005

Status of Title II Site Transfers
4TWJUto DOE (continued)

* Gas Hills North (Lucky Mic), Wyoming

- DOE submitted LTSP to NRC on March 30, 2005

- Pathfinder working closely with DOE Real
Property Specialist

- Site transfer anticipated in late 2005

* Gas Hills East (Umetco), Wyoming

- DOE internal draft LTSP complete

- LTSP submittal to NRC planned for FY 2005

2



Status of Title.II Site'. Tran's~ferrs ''
to DOE (continued)-

Lisbon Vall,1 :- ....-

-DOE.in'teyna fraft--LTSP complete':,
- LTSP -s'ubitta1 to NRC planned forTFY-2005, -

-- ;. *HighlandWMdyoming-;<re;
- ... . .. SS9DOE interhal ddLTSP complete; however' .

,licensee''s ACL apication still penfdimg

. -LTSP submittlIo NC-after AC-Lapproval
,- . .`-.-.

; vz, z v- z x , r R K ¢_; t . -. ,j,;;s .

- i W[ ._ --. ... .. .. @ .... )f. ( .@~. , #. \ X - *3*, 7
_E t ., . N \ _ *- _ j_ -"2 w a s.w-_ z~'/--..

Status of Title II SiteeTr.ansfers
to DOE (continuedY-

Panna Mahea,vTer`s& .i"-

1-. , .;. ;. - DOE internal "STL~SP'complete';'oevr
1,,,, icensee's,'A plication still pending

, - LTSP,,ubbiiittal5toNRC .will occur afler-agreement
:.,,,,-,.,state ( e proes final site- reclamatl on,

(Tekasp)ties aaton
Qic~ludiA&: ACL

. . -, o~.., :: . 7 ''7;zz 4 . - .7 -lo. s o -.

,~ ~ : Mayb ,,, li et-{Uin, ,mt~co), C(Solorado-- --

-.D0EiinternaldaffL-TSP:initiated;icompletion
'scheduled for FY '2005 '' -

-. s.' i 4* 7 ' 7> f ;,,, B, 4_ ts _r J ' s 0 t ' es -w i F)4 vt b S '.' ,
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Status of Title II Site Transfers
LIO to DOE (continued)

Shootaring Canyon, Utah

- DOE internal draft LTSP complete

- Further site transfer efforts suspended per
licensee's request

iN Institutional Controls
* Ideally, all land used for disposal of I le.(2) by-product

material is transferred to DOE

* If DOE will be responsible for potential human
or environmental exposures outside boundary
of transferred land, then an enforceable institutional
control must be provided to DOE for effective
management

* Example: If the point of exposure under an alternate
concentration limit groundwater compliance strategy
falls outside the site boundary, then institutional
controls may be necessary to prevent exposure
(NUREG-1620, Rev. 1, p. 4-32)

4
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DOE Points of Contact for Title IiSit'es ':
K>'

Site Name and SttW. Company Name Projected | DOE Point | POCPhone oPf
(former sit* name) Transter Dat Contact O hne PCEi

O-ta. co - | eda t; | : 25 tMidch~a K.Tucker 970-248-004 If

Gas Hlls NorI WY Patinder (tLucy Mc) 2005 Tom Pauhkng 970-2484608 t areeihadoet c

- BearCreek. WY Anadarko 2005 : Tom Paulog: 970-2484048 doe nm

Pana Mutada TX Rio Grande Resources 2t08 Louis L McGee 304-285-41t ti 8rf Lt Qt .

- .Maybel West COfX UMETCO .'i200ti -Idlet KV Tucker 970-248-8004 =

;tsbon Valtey. UT Ruo Aom 2008 Micha K. Tucker 970-24846004 michael tuvert0osdoeno

.EhlwsLWY I xxon : .- - Z205 - Tom Pasnog - 970-2484048 owm d

Gas Hlls East. WY UMETCO 205/2007 Tom Paur 070-2484048 trn 0i5lCioo oej
SpitfoduWYW ;- Westen Nuclear -Zi7. Tom Pau 970.2484048 WM&VAMnsde o

;Ambrosia Lake West NM Rio A tg iV~sira 2007 Jonathan F. Sink 970.2484018 i

ShideyBasinNodh.)WY Patndrer -- 2007i.. Tom Pauinog 9702484t048 U a

Ray Point. TX Exxon 2007=lt Janm Powel 304-2854887 97zwefln0tDn 02t5
ANCGasHtsWest.WY ANC . 2007 or lrittlr Tom Paudog• 970.2484048 tmX3AW bd o

Urararo CO UUETCO 2008 Michael K. Tucker 970-248-8004 f
Ford. WA Dew" r, _ - '20t10.vj RldkPrdP Bush 970.248407J3 b t = --

. .

Crntuista TX Conico 2010 Jn Poif 3O4 285 4887 1!itC2L2

CQsxdtROCK NMu 4- 1, UNIC .- .. .2010 I~JonathuanF. Sink( 970.4,8-80)8

Sequoyah. OK Sequasyahs Fuels 201 Ronald K Staubly 30-28549t91 I o
Grrf NsHmestake Grants 'Jonathan F. S 1k970.248-8015 kL5Ihjjoi de~s

Ca~on City. CO Cotter Irstefire jTom Pauinrg 1970.24845048 1tt~a
Swueeretnr.WY., . Kennecet . kideritt~e_ -Tom Paudlint;: - 970.24846048 tmp~-~jd~v-

ShootarkV Canyon. UT Pltaeau Michael K. Tucker I 970-248404 If ado-sce

Whte Mesa UT : I Internaionat Uranium trddinhJta I Rchard P. Bush I 970.2484073 I -ushreg;o doe non

K>'
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Improving the Regulation and
Management of Low-Activity

Radioactive Wastes

John R. Wiley
NMA/NRC Workshop

Denver, Colorado
May 25, 2005

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
AMai b It de in S&W8t £pfne Buit nd M&

Outline of Talk

* Who wetare
* Approach -

* Results of Phase I
* Outlook for Phase II
* Your input requested



The National Academies
* National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
* National Academy of Engineering (NAE)
* Institute of Medicine (IOM)
* National Research Council (NRC)

Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board

* Private, nonprofit, Congressionally chartered
(1863) to provide scientific and technological
advice to the nation

* Our experts serve pro bono
* Information gathering meetings are open to the

public

Reasons for the Study
This project was initiated by the National
Academies' Board on Radioactive Waste
Management, which observed that statutes and
regulations controlling low-activity radioactive
wastes (LAW) have evolved as a patchwork over
the past 60 years.

* Wastes from some origins may be over-
regulated relative to their radiological hazards,
increasing costs and other burdens on the
generators and potentially increasing worker
risks.

* Radiological hazards of other LAW may be
greater than generally perceived.

2



Statement'of Task
1) Using available information from public domain

sources; provide a summary of the sources,
forms, quantities, and hazards of low-activity
waste in the United States;

2) Review and summarize current policies and
practices for regulating and managing low-
activity waste including treatment and disposal
practices; and -i

3) Provide an assessment of technical and policy
options for improving practices for regulating
and managing this waste to enhance technical
soundness, ensure continued protection of
public and environmental health, and increase
cost effectiveness.

Committee Members and Expertise
Michael T. Ryan, Vice-ChairDavid H. Leroy, Chairman

Leroy Law Office

Waste Management

Edward L. Albeneslus
Savannah River Site
(retired)

Wm. Howard Arnold
Westinghouse Electric
(retired)

Maurice C. Fuerstenau
University of Nevada

Kimberly W. Thomas
Los Alamos National
Laboratory

EconomLcs
3ames Hamilton
Duke University

. , .

Health Risk x

Gall Charnley
Health Risk Strategies

Sharon M. Friedman
Lehigh University

Michael T. Ryan, Vice-Chair

Law and Reaulation
Fran;ols Besnus
Institute de Radioprotection et

'de SOret6 Nucleaire

David H: Leroy, Chair
- -. .

Charleston Southern University'

Environmental Policy

Perry H. Charley
Dine College

Ann Rappaport
Tufts University

Geoscience
D. Kip Solomon
University of Utah

BRWM Lialson
Robert M. Bernero
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
(retired)
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Phase I
The committee developed five 'waste groups that

we believe are inclusive of LAW from all sources
(DOE, nuclear utilities, other industries, medicine,
research, mineral recovery).

The groups emphasize the physical and radiological
characteristics of the wastes, rather than their
origins. We chose this approach to emphasize
inconsistencies, gaps, and suggest ways to
improve the current LAW regulatory/
management system. Not a proposal for a new
categorization scheme.

I

Low-activity Waste Groups 1-3
Three groups Include wastes that are defined and reg-
ulated as low-level wastes. They are subject to the same
statutory definition and controls (AEA, NWPA, LLWPA), but
have different physical and radiological characteristics.

1. Wastes that fit comfortably in USNRC classes A, B, C.
* Typical "Barnwell" commercial waste
* DOE "burial ground' waste

2. Slightly radioactive solid materials from decom-
missioning and cleanup. These push the low end of
USNRC class A. They produce very low or essentially non-
detectable levels of radiation and arise in large volumes.

3. Discrete sources (sealed sources). These can push the
upper end of USNRC class C (GTCC). Some produce high
levels of radiation but their volumes are small.

4



Groups 4-5

Two groups include wastes that have similar physical
and radiological properties (large volumes; U or Th
series isotopes) but subject to different regulations.

4. Uranium and thorium mining and processing
wastes (AEA) -
Post Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act
(UMTRCA) 1978 wastes require disposal in a licensed
radwaste facility. -

Pre-UMTRCA wastes (mnostly'AEC "FUSRAP" wastes)
have other disposal options.-

5. NORM AND TENORM wastes (non-AEA)
* Uneven control by stat6 agencles '-
* Little public perception of radiation hazard
* Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors

(CRCPD) model regulation.

Phase~,l Findings
FINDING 1:

Current statutes and regulations for low-activity
radioactive wastes provide adequate authority for
protection of workers and the public.

* The current system Is working; no crisis
* Uneven application of authority
* The patchwork approach may become less

workable in the future'.'



Phase I Findings
FINDING 2:

The current system of managing and regulating low-
activity waste is complex. It was developed under a
patchwork system that has evolved based on the
origins of the waste.

* Clear message from Information-gathering
meetings: A more consistent, simpler,
performance-based, risk-informed approach Is
needed.

* Same message from studies by other
organizations (NCRP-139).

Phase I Findings
FINDINGS 3 AND 4:

Certain categories of low-activity wastes have not
received consistent regulatory oversight and
management.

Current regulations for low-activity wastes are not
based on a systematic consideration of risks.

* NORM/TENORM state regulation
* Uranium/thorium wastes pre- and post-UMTRCA
* Decommissioning waste (SRSM) Versus

NORM/TENORM
* Waste shipments versus local disposal

6



Phase II Task

(3) provide an assessment of technical and
policy options for improving.practices for
regulating'and managing LAW to enhance
technical soundness, ensure continued'
protection of -public and environmental
health, and increase cost effectiveness.

This assessment should include an
examination of options for utilizing risk-
informed practices for regulating and
managing low-activity waste irrespective
of its classifications.'

Phase II Schedule

* Kick-off publicinfo'rmation
meeting, Washington, DC,
30.

gathering
November

* Ten-month study period to produce
peer-reviewed National Academies'
report in Fall'2005.-' '

.I
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NMA Issues

* Disposal of non-lle.(2) wastes in U
mill tailing impoundments (NMA-
FCFF white paper).

* TENORM wastes from mining (e.g.,
rare earths, phosphate).

Written input welcome!
John Wiley (jwiley~nas.edu)

Project Sponsors
* Army Corps of Engineers
* Department of Energy
* Environmental Protection Agency
* Nuclear Regulatory Commission
* Southeast Compact Commission
* California EPA
* DOD Executive Agent for LLW
* Institute of Applied Energy-Japan
* Institute for Radiation Protection and

Nuclear Safety-France
* Midwest Interstate Compact Commission
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Dawn Mining Company
Background Information

* DMC operated a uranium mill from 1957 to 1982
to process ore from the Midnite Mine

* The mill processed water treatment sludge from
the mine to recover uranium from 1992 to 2001

* The mill was permanently'shut down in 2001
* The mill building was demolished in 2003
* Site soil characterization took place in 2004
* Soil cleanup is scheduled for summer 2005
* Water treatment plant sludge will continue to be

direct disposed to TDA4 for several more years.

Dawn Mining Company Millsite

2



Elements-of the.Soil
Characterization Plan

* Perform a gamma scan of the entire millsite using a
shielded Nal detector.

* Select correlation grid locations.
* Sample soils in correlation grids.
* Select, sample, and scan background (reference

locations).
* Develop a correlation between the shielded exposure

rate and Ra-226 activity concentration and identifya
shielded exposure rate that represents 5-pCi/g Ra-226
above background.

* Dig backhoe trenches to sample sub-surface soils.
Ot;

G.tnO

Gamma -Scan
* The gamma scan was intended to provide 100

percent coverage of the millsite and adequate
coverage of potentially impacted areas within
the millsite boundary excluding the' evaporation
ponds and tailings disposal areas.

* The millsite covers approximately 460 acres of
which 175 acres are evaporation ponds,
disposal areas, and borrow'areas that were not
scanned for the characterization survey.

* Survey of the roadsides leading into the mill
* The total area scanned 'on the millsite was

approximately 285 acres. ''
Cf tUI ol

*nQl@..
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Gamma Scan Equipment
* ATV -mounted systems

- Two Ludlum Model 44-10 detectors (2x2 inch Nal) shielded with
approximately 3/4 inch of lead

- Two Ludlum Model 2350 Data Loggers
- Pen top computer
- Two Garmin GPS Legends

* Backpack-mounted system - approximately 40 lbs
- Shielded Ludlum Model 44-10 detector (2 x 2 inch Nal crystal)
- Ludlum Model 2350 Data Logger
- Garmin iQue

* Calculator size device functions as GPS and pen top computer

Gamma Scan Equipment
* The 2 inch Nal detector was mounted in a capped PVC

pipe housing
* Lead donuts were fitted around the detector to a height

of approximately 2 inches.
* The detectors were padded to prevent damage and keep

them rigid in the housing
* For the ATV-mounted system

- the data loggers and pen top computer were held in a single
pack on the ATV.

- A GPS was mounted on top of each detector housing
* For the backpack-mounted system

- the data logger was placed in the pack
- The iQue was carried by. the surveyor

:.,osultSQ

Qfflno~wn
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Data Management
* Detector system measures exposure rate every second
* GPS collects time and location coordinates every

second.
* The exposure rate, time, and location were

simultaneously recorded and stored in the computer or
iQue.
- Note: The lap top and iQue were programed to "say" OhOhl If

any of the connections were lost
* The data were downloaded to a laptop computer at least

once a day.
* The output files were emailed to the MFG, Inc. office in

Fort Collins daily for processing and graphic
representation.

Typical Data File
N 35 2S050: WI3Oe8$ 3Id84 41 30O5E-05 30GPS Locatin

N35 2&050 WI' 3 .08 3/AM :4t42 3.05E-05 3D GPS Locaton

N 35 2&0500 W11531.0808SP 308:4&43 3.31IE-05 30 GPS Locaton

N 352&0500 WI15 31.06ff 31W068:4&44 3.38E-OS 30 GPS LocaOto

N 35 28.0500 WIIS31.0887' SWg 8:4&45 3S41E-OS 30GPSLocation

N 35 280490 W11531.0687 YM 8W.4&45 3.1 SE-05 30 GPS Locai~on

N 35 28.0459 WI115 31.087 S'9OW 84&47 3.24E45 30 GPS Locjtion

N 35 28.0499 WIISSI.O687 1'Q'08.4&40 3.24E-05 30 GPS Location

N 35 28.0499 W11531.OC8S 3dQ'05.48:45 3AO.40E 30 GPS Locatjoi

N 35 200458 WI 15 3.O8C8 3/M 8.48:50 3.68E505 3D GPS Locat1on

N 352&0498 W1153L.058 3W a 4&51 3.52E-OS 3D GPS Location

N 35 21.049a W11531.0886 318558.48;52 3.525.05 30 GPS Locadion

N 35 211049a Wt1531.0665 31 8 548:53 3.31 E-0 30 GPS Location

N 3521.0497 WI 15 31.0885 31M8 548:54 3.55E-05 30 GPS Location

N 35 28.0497 WI 1831.055 3W 8.548.55 3.355-05 30 GPS Location

N 35 210497 WI 1531.0585 31M0 &84.58 3.35E-05 30 GPS Locaion

N 35 210497 WI IS 31.0884 VMS08.48.57 321E-05 30 GPS Locatco

N 35 280491 WI 15 31.0584 31910 8.48.58 3.36E-05 30 GPS Loc*tiov

N 35 28.0498 W1153I.0884 3/105 8.48:59 3.56E-05 30 GPS Location

6



QA/QC

* Daily background checks for all systems in
the storage garage

* Daily source checks 'with all.Diyfe .-d h
* Daily field checks,.'..,. ..' ''

systems

-I .na

ATV Garage
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Field Check Strip

; ; -.. ,; . ** ; ; ; }

Background (Reference) Areas

* Two reference areas were selected
* Reference areas were scanned using the ATV

- Average-shielded exposure rates
* Reference area 1 (NW) - 5.38 uR/hr
* Reference area 2 (SE) - 7.56 uR/hr

* Twenty soil samples were taken from each
reference area
- Average Ra-226 concentrations

* Reference area I - 0.95 pCVg = Gil
* Reference area 2 - 135 pCVg =

f~lCsu11
1
q
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Gamma Scan Results

* Approximately 600,000 individual data
points collected

* Exposure rates were mapped and color-
coded

* Each dot on the map indicated the
coverage for the individual measurement
(assumed to be a circle with a 1 m radius)

._1
, . Z-

.
L: '1 ...

| . _~ ~ .__ __ _ ___ __ _

.,I.. , . . Wt Al7 -- ru r I
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MNMIN SITE
SCWN ASSASES FOR 10 X 1 METER MID CELLS

IN HA OF CONERN

Correlation Grids

* Approximately 50 10 x 10 meter grids were
selected based on initial gamma exposure rate
measurements.
- The intent was to cover the range of expected Ra-226

concentrations with emphasis on concentrations
below 10 pCi/g.

- Composite soil samples were taken from each grid.
- Samples were analyzed at ELI for Ra-226.

* Correlation grid locations are shown on the scan
map

10
co cf
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REGRESSION AND UPPER PREDICTION LIMIT FOR
RA-226 CONCENTRATION IN SOIL AS A FUNCTION OF

ATV GAMMA EXPOSURE
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REGRESSION AND UPPER PREDICTION LIMIT FOR
RA-226 CONCENTRATION IN SOIL AS A FUNCTION OF

BACKPACK (BP) GAMMA EXPOSURE
10.0

,f

22.!
uRtr

I * (R - 90%UPL-Lhlw([R8J)-Unsar(90%UPL)I

[Raj < 15 pCl/g in soil vs Gamma

10.0 --- -.--- - - - - --- - --s --

8ft 0. _p ^_ _

6.0 -

4.0 - _ _

2.0

5.0 7.0 9.0 11.0 13.0 15.0 17.0 19.0 21.0 23.0 25.0

uRthr

|* AV A Backpack- Unear(ATV)- Lnrear(Backpack)|
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System ImprovementsP ..
..

..

The iQue is the size of a standard GPS so
greatly improves the backpack capability
The pen top computer can' be programmed to
record and store data from multiple
detector/GPS units
- Truck-mounted systems can carry up to three

detectors
* The system is now programmed so that the data

can be downloaded to a laptop and displayed on'
a base map immediately.
- This allows the surveyor to make sure all areas have

been covered.

Truck Mounted Systems

13



Where do we go from here at
DMC?

* Verification of areas that need no further
cleanup based on the gamma scan.

* Site soil cleanup driven by the gamma
scan and backhoe trench results.

* Final Status Survey at the time of site
closure:
- Gamma scan
- Soil Sampling

cons.lKind

songi s on

14
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Project Manager
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Legacy Management Land Prospecting for Wind and
Solar Power Production

Letitia O'Conor and Tracy Plessinger

U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Legacy
..Management, LM-30, 1000 Independence Ave., SW,

Washington, D.C. 20585 letitiao'conorehq.doe.gov and
tplessingerfgjo.doe.gov

Abstract -The Department of Energy (1DOE) is
EnergizingAmericafor aNew Century. DOE's Office of
Legacy Management (LM), the Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE), and the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) offer
land use and incentives to wind and solar power industries
to meet the President's agenda goals to "Increase the
supply of dependable energy by strengthening efforts to
develop alternative energy, such as wind and solar power,
and to fully utilize federal real properties."

I. INTRODUCTION

LM is custodian of radioactive ore-processing and mining
sites with legacy wastes disposal systems requiring long-
term surveillance and maintenance (LTSM). Large sites
with suitable land buffer zones, surrounding low-level*
radioactive waste disposal cells and monitoring systems,
can offer safe usage for renewable energy power
production companies.

NREL and LM analyzed 80 properties for wind and solar
energy resources. So far, LM has identified seven
candidate wind power sites in Wyoming and two solar
power sites in New Mexico as shown on the attached
maps. Several more sites will be screening for their
renewable energy power production reuse potential on a
case-by-case basis. Overtime, LM expects more sites to
be eligible for renewable energy reuse, as technologies
advance to harvest lower wind and solar resources.

I. PROSPECTING SITES

Although some sites are undergoing reclamation, portions
of sites that meet wind or solar power sector acceptance
criteria can incorporate future energy production usage
into cleanup and LTSM plans. For example, the NREL,
utilizes 275 acres of the Rocky Flats, Colorado site for
wind turbine research while the DOE is conducting i
cleanup and planning LTSM.

As a land reuse strategy, renewable energy power
production can meet LM's strategic plan goal to "...make
excess lands available for private use consistent with the

tenets of sustainability and good land management
practices." As a reuse alternative, renewable energy sector
use of LM sites for power generation, offers the following
characteristics:

* industrial site use without hazardous waste
generation or chemical usage;

C on-site energy workers to augment LM's LTSM
annual site inspection with continuous monitoring
and reporting unusual occurrences that could affect
in-place disposal systems and land controls (e.g., fire,
storms, trespassing);

* jobs and alternative energy for communities; and
. limit residential population encroachment adjacent to

sites used for alternative energy production (e.g.,
large-scale wind farms).

LM and environmental regulators will ensure renewable
- energy site construction and usage will be protective of
workers, human health, the integrity of disposal cells, and
the envirornent.

;LM and NREL will offer their assistance to renewable
- energy companies for prospecting suitable lands and'

providing technical support for safe construction. Private
site owners conducting cleanup could chose to lease or
sell a portion of their land not needed for LTSM, to an
energy company. For some sites, a State government may
decide to exercise its rights to acquire and manage a
portion of a property destine to transfer to LM and then
would work with a renewable energy company to permit
or lease land usage. During remediation, land reuse
options should be incorporated into the public
participation process and approved by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or other environmental
regulators depending on the cleanup authority for the site.

11 a Sites with Solar Power Resources

LM and NREL are working together to determine the
feasibility of building concentrated solar power
production facilities on LM properties. NREL used their
priority Climatologically Solar Radiation Model to obtain
each site's average annual direct normal solar value. Sites
with solar values of 7 or greater, using criteria developed
by the DOE and BLM2 to determine candidate sites for
solar power production. Land criteria to site
concentrating solar power facilities include: a relatively
flat terrain; low winds; at least 200 to 500 acres suitable
for construction; a water source; and close proximity to
natural gas and electric power lines, roads, and population
centers. Also, State incentives for renewable energy are



crucial.3 To date, LM has screened two high candidate
solar sites located near Bluewater and Grants, New
Mexico.

The wind power density estimates are based on 50 m
(watts/m2) resource potential: Fair (300-400), Good
(400-500); and Excellent (500-600). 111�

Concentrated solar power facilities are similar to steam
power plants. A dry tower system may also be considered
for locations with limited water sources and high drought
frequencies. The type of solar power plant that could be
sited on DOE property would produce 50 to 100
megawatts of power and require approximately 200 to
500 acres for construction of the plant and auxiliary
buildings. Plant construction is estimated to employ 350
to 700 workers over a one to two year timeframe.
Approximately 50 workers are needed full time for plant
operation over a 20 to 30 year period.

New Mexico is working with the Western Governor's
Association (WGA) and EERE to provide financial
incentives to solar sector interests. Governor Richardson's
goal is to have a large-scale solar plant generating power
by 2006.' The State is currently conducting a feasibility
study of candidate sites and solar power technologies.
LM's Bluewater site is one of several candidate sites. If
Bluewater is selected by the State for further solar facility
siting analyses, LM will team with NREL, the solar
energy company, the State of New Mexico, stakeholders,
and environmental regulators to ensure site acceptability.

II.b Sites with Wind Power Resources

For wind power production, 80 geo-referenced sites were
compared to wind resource maps, transmission line power
maps, and site-specific wind industry screening criteria.5

So far, NREL and LM have identified seven high
potential wind power sites screened against compatibility
criteria and site information provided to LM from
uranium mill owners.

Table 1. Candidate Wind Power Production Sites

A candidate wind power production site must undergo
site-specific wind sector screening criteria. Rules of
thumb used by the industry in prospecting suitable large-
scale wind farm sites may include:

o Transmission line access < 20 miles (69-345
kV) with transmission capacity

o Federal and state policies support wind
energy (www.dsireusa org)

o No specific energy development
impediments: scenic areas, bird flyways,
non-development or air traffic zones

o Access roads on and adjacent to sites
o Slope of the lands less than 14% grade
o Sites below 7,000 feet elevation
o Large contiguous parcels I square mile

Construction of a large-scale wind farm typically employs
150 construction workers for nine months. Once installed,
a wind farm operates for 20 years on average and employs
one to five wind smiths who maintain turbines and
conduct land management on a daily basis. Typically the
turbines occupy less than five percent of the land. The
number of wind turbines for a large-scale wind farm
always depends on the site-specific design. The number
of turbines will define the number of on-site wind smiths
and maintenance frequencies. Wind farm usage is
compatible with cattle grazing practices.

Wyoming sites have a 150 to 250 acre uranium mill
tailing containment cell and monitoring systems requiring
LTSM. Most candidate sites for large-scale wind farm
potential use are privately owned and undergoing
reclamation with oversight by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and in accordance with the Atomic Energy
Act and associated provisions for LTSM. If a wind power
company is interested in a property before the site is
transferred to LM or a State for LTSM, the private land
owner will need to work with the NRC to ensure wind
turbine installations are compatible with uranium mill
tailing containment systems, cleanup decisions and public
participation, LTSM plans, and local requirements.
DOE's NREL and LM programs will assist in planning
efforts. A wind vendor will need to discuss site use and
real estate options with LM if the site is federally owned.

I>

Wyoming
Sites

Bear Creek
Spook
Highlands
Gas Hill West
Gas Hill East
Gas Hill North
Split Rock

Acres Wind Site Owner
Density Transfer to LM

1,000
80
400
600
2,000
Large
5,200

496
513
485
398
438
466
500+

Union Pacific, 05
LM/State, 1996
Exxon,06
ANC, 07
UMETCO, 07
Pathfinder, 05
WNI, 07
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A Breath of Fresh Air for America's Abandoned Mine Lands:
Alternative Energy Provides a Second Wind

This report provides information about the development of wind energy atformer mining sites
for communities, including local governments, residents, and organizations, interested in

creating renewable energy resources and new economic opportunities at these sites. The report
describes the mechanics of wind energy, explores uind energy's environmental, economic, and

social impacts at former mining sites, and provides case studies and next steps to get you started.

Introduction

Atop Buffalo Mountain, a former mining site twenty-
five miles west of Knoxville, Tennessee, stand three'
200-foot tall wind turbines. The white' rotor-topped 4
towers, with blades that weigh 14,000 pounds each,
convert wind into electricity. The turbines..at the.,
Buffalo Mountain wind farm generate 4,000 megawatt air -/- p
hours of electricity annually,~ enough- to supply
approximately 400 homes. - - - Wind Turbines at the Somerset Wind Farm

Five hundred miles north, in Somerset County, Pennsylvania, six 1.5-megawatt wind turbines have
been placed on a former mining site adjacent to the Pennsylvania Turnpike. The turbines at the
Somerset wind farm generate'25,000 megawatt hours of electricity annually, enough to supply
approximately 2,500 homes.

The Buffalo Mountain and Somerset wind farms are not simply examples of new wind power
projects; they are examples of innovative reuse opportunities' for former mining sites. Many
communities across the United States are located in areas that once supported active mining
operations. While mining has been an important economic engine and part of these communities'
history and heritage, many mines have closed, leaving communities with vacant properties.
According to the U.S. General Accounting Office, there are between 80,000 and 250,000 abandoned
mine lands (AMLs) across the United States.' AMLs include abandoned mines and the areas adjacent
to or affected by the mines. Because ofsafety or environmental concerns, the majority ofthese sites
have never been considered for any type of reuse and have long lain idle.

Wind energy may provide a significant 6jjoiptnity to change this situation. Wind power, which is
a renewable energyresource that does not genierate pollution, has made wind energy an increasingly
attractive wayto diversify the nation's energy options. Spurredbytechnologicaladvances andfalling
costs, wind is the world's fastest growing energy source.'

lWorldwide, there are an estimated 50,000 wind turbines in operation. While wind power currently
makes up less than one percent of energy generated annually in the United States, about $3 billion worth of wind
power projects are being proposed or planned for the next several years.
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AMLs may serve as excellent locations for wind ; - n ---- ;
farms, as the requirements for a suitably-placed - hatr is anAML:
wind farm and the characteristics of abandoned
mine lands maybe well-suited to eachother. First, .AbandonedMineLands (AMLs) are those
wind farms require one critical element: a ifds .waters and sulrounlmg
consistent and sufficient supply of wind. AMLs watershedswhereextraction beneficiation
are often located in mountainous areas that receive "or processing ofofes and ;
consistent wind flows. Second, wind energy niineralshas occurred These also-include
projects require access to large, open sites. The :;h.inand mineral proc sing> * ; stes~whreruning and nuneral processgm
size of many AMLs means that large-scale wind w disposed of or deposited.
turbines can be accommodated in one location. i ';

Third, many AMLs are located near existing
infrastructure, including roads and power
transmission lines, due to prior mining activities. In turn, the availability of existing infrastructure can
reduce project costs.

Wind Flow Diagram: The Creation of a Renewable Energy Resource

As a result, while AMLs may be located in areas that are ill-suited for other comimercial or industrial
reuses, wind farms can be built and operated in these areas. Wind farms can provide a local
renewable energy source, enhancing economic growth, generating tax revenue, and returning lands
to productive reuse, providing communities across the United States with reuse opportunities for
former mining lands.



W ind Energy: What is It and How Does It Work?

Wind is created by the unequal heating of the earth's surface by the sun. Wind's kinetic energy can
turn the rotor blades of wind turbines, generating electricity.

Windturbines have fourprimary parts: a",
tower, a rotor, a generator, and a : Ba',

nacelle. The turbine's tower extends. -..
from its base on the ground into the air X NaCefl' ' '' .'

andsupportstheturbine'srotor.Towers 2L JIX=',

can range in height from 120 feet to 400 -9 . .
feet - a tower's height dictates the i -

maximum possible length of the turbine-:
blades. .Generally speaking, the taller, - I :7~-- 1 i r

* the turbine, the, greater the amount of
electricity it will produce, due to the - ....

turbine's longer rotor blades and . . i {-i i-;;-T-
potential exposure to' uninterrupted, _
higher-velocity winds at higher altitudes.

-Wind Turbine Components & Energy Transmission
At the top of a turbine's tower, a rotor is'
connectedbya shaf to a generator. The rotor's glass- and carbon fiber-reinforcedplasticblades can
be more than 100 feet long and are designed like airplane wings, producing lit that causes their
rotation at 16-30 revolutions per minute. As the rotor is turned by the wind, the rotor's shaft turns
the generator, producing electricity. The amount of energy that a wind turbine will produce is a
function of two factors: the diameter of the rotor's blades, which determines its "swept area," and
the amount of wind intercepted by the rotor blades. Cables carry the electricity generated by the
turbine's rotor down the turbine tower to the ground, where equipment connects the turbine to the
utility grid. The nacelle, the fourth primary.part of a wind turbine, is the streamlined casing that
encloses the rotor and generator.

While there are small-scale wind turbines designed to meet the needs of individual homes and
businesses, utility-scale (750-kilowatt -to -two-megawatt) wind turbines are required to support
commercially viable wind farms. A wind farm is a collection of large wind turbines used to produce
electricity. A wind firm can include a handful-7or more than 100 -wind turbines. Accordingto the
American Wind Energy Association, one 1.5-megawatt wind turbine can produce 4,600 megawatt
hours of energy per year, enough to provide electricity for approximately 460 American homes.

Wind farms need to be located in areas with adequate wind resources, as a stronger wind means more
power. Wind resources are characterized by wind-power density classes, ranging from class 1 (the
lowest) to class 7 (the highest). In the United States, good wind resources (class 3 and above), which
have an average annual wind speed of 11-13 miles per hour when the wind is blowing, are found
across the country. Areas of the United States with wind resources that can support wind farms



include the Pacific coast,- the Great Plains, and the Appalachian Mountains. --These areas are home
to significant numbers of former mining sites. Colorado, for examnple; a-state With an extensive coal
and hard rock mining history, has more than 1,500 AMLs. The state receives enough energy from
class 4 and higher winds to supply 14% of the electricity required by the lower 48 states.

Making the Connection: Wind Farms on Abandoned Mine Lands

The reuse of abandoned mine lands as wind farms is not a new idea. There are several of these
projects in operation, both in the United States and around the world. Wind farms on AMLs in
European countries, for example, have been providing electricity for several years. A wind farm
located on a former coal mine in Kilronan, Ireland generates 14,000 megawatt hours of electricity
annually, enough to supply approximately 2,300 homes. The Klettwitz wind farm, located on the site
of a former open-cast coal pit in eastern Germany, is the largest wind farm in Europe. In operation
since June 2000, 38 turbines at the 680-acre site generate 100,000 megawatt hours of electricity
annually, enough to supply approximately 16,400 homes. Plans for an abandoned coal mine in Forth,
Scotland, call for the construction of 67 turbines on the 2,400-acre site that could provide electricity
to 80,000 homes.

In the United States, plans for the largest wind i"You cudotpickaimore disturbed area;"
farm in the eastern half'of the country are being saidJTom Matthews,; Prerident odS : Wind

"Force iffng, td t&ciia~ o~,,.
developed. Mount Storm Wind Force, a Fce; refeto'p
subsidiary of the U.S. Wind Force company, is U pose i

'wind farm itfin West~ -irec iiiunwan i: I2planning to locate a 166-turbine farm on a site .P.r up of reclaimed and.active
honeycombed by former coal and hard rock ;stripinesas,we llas abaidoned'deep .
mining activities. Located on 10,000 acres of Ames., It is an area of.We'stYViiginia from.-
land between the Potomac River, Mount Storm .which many of the natural resources have
Lake, and the Town of Mount Storm in West already been extract&1." 1 '-
Virginia's Tucker and Grant counties, the farm. Chabrleston' Geiete, D'ccemr 2 2001
will have the capacity to provide power for - a.
65,000 homes. In addition, 99 percent of the
land would continue to be usable for other activities, including farming.

There are also wind farms located on abandoned mine lands in the United States that have already
moved beyond the planning stages, including the Buffalo Mountain wind farm, located in Tennessee,
and the Somerset wind firm, located in Pennsylvania.

These two wind farms illustrate that the reuse of AMLs requires sustained dedication, community
outreach and involvement, and strong working relationships. The wind farms also illustrate that the
benefits providedby thereuse ofthese former mining lands canbe substantiaL Benefits include local
job creation and economic growth, increased tax revenues from project-related spending, the
development of a local renewable energy resource, and the return of previously vacant mining lands
to productive reuse. Below, the project highlights and lessons learned at the Buffalo Mountain and
Somerset wind farms are described in greater detail.



Buffalo Mountain Wind Farm

In October' 2000, Anderson County,
Tennessee 'became home' to the first'
commercial wind generation facility in the,
southeastern United, States. The,
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), a'
federalcorporation and the nation's largest

Anderson County, Tennessee
public power company, built a three-
turbine wind farm on a former strip mine '
site on Buffalo Mountain, a high ridge located just outside the municipality of Oak Ridge. The 660-
kilowatt capacity turbines generate 4,000 megawatt hours of electricity annually, enough to supply
approximately 400 homes'.

The two-acre Buffalo Mountain wind farm is located on a former strip mine operated during the
1980s by the Coal CreekMining and Manufacturing Company. When the mine ceased operations
in 1990, the company completed reclamation activities, including backfilling and revegetating the
strip-mined areas. When TVA approached the Coal Creek Mining company about thepossibility of
siting wind turbines on the property, the' company was provided an opportunity to explore an
innovative reuse'and generate revenue from an idle property.

The development of the Buffalo Mountain wind farm by TVA relied on extensive site research and
community involvement, effective corporate and community partnerships and working relationships,
and an emphasis on the importance of renewable energy. The following project highlights illustrate
some of the lessons learned during the development of the wind farm.

The importance of effective community outreach and communication.

The local community, as well as other agencies
and organizations, was significantly involved
throughout the project's development. A steering ;'...
committee composed of TVA staff; comnunity
representatives, environmental organizations, and
participating power distributors oversaw the
project's development, providing input on site 2 m -

design and technical issues, and held a series of
public meetings to incorporate community input - -3

and share project information' According to Rick
Carson, TVA's Renewable Energy Program
Manager, community involvement intheproject's
development led to community support for the
Buffalo Mountain wind farm. 'The community," Wind Turbnes at the Buffalo Mountain Wind Farm
he said, "including local residents who -had
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worked in the coal- mining industry, was
enthusiastic about the reuse of the property." Site History

* The importance of strong working 1980s BuffaloMountainwind farm.,
relationships thatcan provide thefunding - ^ site irined~by Coal Creek
and technical expertise necessaryfor wind Mining and Manufacturig
project& Company -

Before TVA could build the wind park, the 1990 ip erations at the site
agency first had to work in close coordination cease
with several public and private entities. TVA ' 'i.ti . - -:; ;;:
negotiated with the Coal Creek Mining and : . 1990.'. Reclarti fland m
Manufacturing Company to be able to lease and . . mining activities at the site*.
site the wind farm on their property, while the begin s
energy consulting company, AWS Scientific, 7'-

was hired to assess potential turbine sites. 1999 TYA conductswindresource,
Lowe Excavating, a construction company, .- -ndeivironm entav-
provided road improvement and site clearance - ." assessments ofthe mine site
services, while Tennessee Communications, a a ; . '..- .. - -..

comnunicationscompany, installedtwonmilesof 1999 eSit paired* fqIr,,iind aif
power lines connecting the wind turbines to the ,e'dturbines: graverr
local power grid. Enxco, Inc., an energy upgrqaded for site access,
company specializing in renewable energy, was . : vegetation clearedpower :
hired to develop the wind firm and provide . . lines upgraded
ongoing operations and maintenance services. 2 T : a th site
Clinton Utility Board, the local power . ... ' i
distributor, agreed to maintain the wind farm's turbines tested and connected
connection to the local power distribution . . . to distribution system
network.

2000 Buffalo Mountain wind farm
* Thefinancialandtimingbenefitsprovided :- . in operation-

by the site's remediation and the site's : -S .e . .. i .e.

proximity to existing infrastructure.

TVA was able to move rapidly from design to implementation of the wind farm in little more than a
year for two reasons. Prior remediation work completed by the Coal Creek Mining and
Manufacturing Company, which included capping open mine shafts and using vegetation to reduce
soil erosion, meant that TVA did not need to pursue additional cleanup activities. Second, the site's
close, two-mile proximity to existing infrastructure, including roads and power transmission lines,
meant that site preparation costs for the Buffalo Mountain wind firm were reduced.

Results

Three wind turbines were installed on Buffalo Mountain in 2000. Today, as part of TVA's Green



Switch Program, developed to provide customers with access to renewable energy resources, the
turbines are part of a renewable energy network that provides power to 5,800 residential customers
and 300 business customers. As of April 2003, the three turbines had produced 9,500 megawatt
hours of electricity. The wind farm's success has resulted in plans for additional turbines to expand
the wind farm's capacity from two to 29 megawatts. In January 2003, TVA signed a 20-year
purchase agreement with Invenergy, a Chicago-based energy development company, to add 18 1.5-
megawatt wind turbines to the wind farm The turbines will be in place by November 2003.

Somerset Wind Farm

Somerset County, Pennsylvania is located in
southwestern Pennsylvania's Laurel Highlands.
The county's wind resources and high elevations
mean that the county is a potential candidate for
the location of wind farms. While the county's
traditional manufacturing, coal mining, and
agriculture base continues to sustain the area's Somerset County, PA
economy, wind energy has provided a new
opportunity for economic diversification and the reclamation and reuse ofan AML. In October 2001,
Somerset Windpower LLC, a joint venture between power companies Zilka Renewable Energy and
Atlantic Renewable Energy, began operating six 1.5-megawatt wind turbines on farmland adjacent
to the Pennsylvania Turnpike. The turbines at the Somerset wind farm generate 25,000 megawatt
hours of electricity annually, enough to supply approximately 2,500 homes.

The 400-acre Somerset wind firm is located on farmland that was previously used by two different
mining operations. In the early 1960s, the land was strip-mined for coal by Svonavec Inc., removing
much of the land's surface soil. In the 1980s, PBS Coal
Company deep-mined the same area for coal, creating
underground shafts. The formercoal mines onthe wind
farm were cleaned up between 1987 and 1990, using
funds set aside by the two mining companies. The
mined areas were backfilled with soil to recreate the
land's original contours. /

The development of the Somerset wind farm by
Somerset Windpower LLC relied on extensive site
research, innovative construction approaches, and
effective corporate and community partnerships and
working relationships. The following project highlights
illustrate some of the lessons learned during the
development of the wind farm. Students Visiting Somerset Wind Farm
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* The selection of an AML site within an
existing community with access to
infrastructure.

The Somerset wind farm illustrates that wind farms
can be located on AMLs within existing
communities. The site was selected for two reasons:
sufficient wind power and the availability of
infrastructure. Prior mining activities meant that
roads and power transmission lines were already in
place, reducing project costs.

* The importance of strong working
relationships that can provide thefunding and
technical expertise necessary for wind energy
projects.

Once the site for the Somerset wind farm had been
selected, several corporations, including Zilka
Renewable Energy, Atlantic Renewable Energy,
General Electric, Exelon Powerteam, and
Community Energy, Inc., formed working
relationships to turn the site into a successful,
functioning wind farm. Two power companies,
Zilkha Renewable Energy and Atlantic Renewable
Energy, entered into ajoint venture called Somerset
Windpower LLC to design and build the wind farm
General Electric signed on to provide routine
operations and maintenance services. Exelon
Powerteam, awholesale power marketing company,
signed a 20-year agreement to buy the power
produced by the Somerset wind farm. Exelon
Powerteam worked with Community Energy, Inc.,
an energy-sector consulting company, to market the
power to universities, corporations and residences
under the name "New Wind Energy."

* Innovative construction approaches can allow
for the presence of wind farms in areas that
may be inaccessible or otherwise cost-
prohibitive.

Somerset Wind Farm:
Turbine Siting Preparation

~"Ctjjw re-

Step 1: Checking the stability of each
proposed turbine location

Step 2: Building each turbine's steel-
remifrced concrete foundation

Step 3: Checking the stability of each
turbine's foundation



Because of the prior mining activities at the Somerset wind farm site, additional analysis and
remediation was required to ensure that the site's surface was structurally strong enough to support
the weight of the six'wind turbines. Sixteen-foot perimeter holes were drilled under each of the
turbine sites and 15-ton weights (approximating the weight of the turbines) were then inserted into
the holes to identify any structural weaknesses. Steel-reinforced concrete foundations were poured
for each of the turbines - each foundation c6ntains 180-200 cubic yards of concrete and 23,000-
26,000 pounds of reinforced steel.

Somerset Windpower LLC also developed strtegies to address unique on-site situations. One wind
turbine, for example, was sited on a tract of land that was formerly deep-mined, potentially
compromising the stability of the wind turbine's foundation. The turbine was centered over the
mine's stable main heading corridor and concrete was poured into the shaft to stabilize the structure
before pouring the turbine's foundation;'' In addition, a tilt sensor was installed on the turbine to
detect subsidence that could compromise'the turbine's foundation.

Results i

The Somerset wind farm has shown that with careful planning, the use of turbines to harness the
power of wind can successfully create clean, usable energy. Penn State University has purchased the
output from five ofthe six turbines at the wind farm for the next five years, the largest retail purchase
of wirid energy in the United States. As a'result, more wind farms are under development. Somerset
County is already home to more wind turbines than any other county in Pennsylvania, and two new
wind farm projects are under development in the county. One of the projects, a 20-turbine site, is
being developed on a former mining area and landfill located adjacent to Somerset wind farm. Across
Pennsylvania, construction of up to 50 new turbines is anticipated in 2003.

ImpactAssessment: Environmental, Economic, and Social Impacts Associated with the Reuse
of Abandoned Mine Lands as Wind Farms

The Buffalo Mountain and Somerset County wind farm examples illustrate how wind energyprojects
at AMLs can generate successful renewable'energy resources and provide opportunities for
communities to return former mining sites to productive reuse. However, whilewind farms located
at AMLs have proven successful forthese localities in Tennessee and Pennsylvania, do they represent
a reuse option that might make sense for former mining sites in your community?

To help your community answer this question, this section reviews the range of environmental,
economic, and social impacts created by the reuse of abandoned mine lands as wind farns. The
'section also provides anecdotal evidence describing how other communities have addressed these
impacts and determined the degree to which wind energy represented a significant opportunity to
reuse local AMLs.



Environmental Impacts

The reuse of abandoned mine lands
as wind farms provides two primary
environmental benefits. First, the
location of wind farms on former
mining sites has the potential to
provide a market-based incentive to
remediate hazardous waste sites
and brownfield sites that may be
contaminating local streams,
groundwater, soils, or even entire
watersheds. Without the existence
ofpotential economic returns, many
of these properties may otherwise
remain vacant or continue to
contaminate the local environment
until a state or federal cleanup
program addresses contamination
issues. The location ofwind farms
on abandoned mine lands can
potentially result in remediated
properties, restored ecosystems and
wildlife habitat, and improved water
quality.

The Casefor Wind Power

Wind energy is a free, inexhaustible natural resource and
a source of clean, non-polluting electricity. The U.S.
Department of Energy estimates that using one utility-
scale wind turbine prevents the annual emission of 5,000
tons of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas that contributes
to global warming.

Traditional energy sources r-' .
like coal and oil, in ii
contrast, generate
byproducts at each stage of -,

the generation process.
Mining depletes natural
resources, degrades the j

I . - s J
environment, and destroys
wildlife habitat. Acid mine drainage destroys stream and
river ecosystems and threatens the health of people and
wildlife. Power plants that generate electricity from oil
and coal produce heavy metals and greenhouse gases as
byproducts.

Second, wind farms represent a renewable energy resource that can provide an inexhaustible source
of clean, non-polluting electricity. Unlike conventional power plants, wind plants emit no air
pollutants or greenhouse gases. In 1990, according to the U.S. Department of Energy, California's
wind farms - which generate approximately two percent of the state's total energy output - offset
the emission of more than 2.5 billion pounds of carbon dioxide, and 15 million pounds of other
pollutants that would have otherwise been produced. It would take a forest of 90 million to 175
million trees to provide the same air quality. The Department of Energy estimates that using one
utility-scale wind turbine prevents the annual emission of 5,000 tons of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse
gas that contributes to global warming. Energy produced from traditional sources like coal and oil,
in contrast, generates byproducts at each stage of the generation process, leading to increased air
pollution, and, in the case of coal mining, acid mine drainage. 2

The environmental limitations associated with wind farms - at abandoned mine lands and in general
- revolve around the turbines' potential threat to wildlife, primarily bats and local and migratory bird

2 Recognizing these benefits, the Department of Energy has developed grant- and incentive-based
programs to promote the development of wind energy resources. The Resources section of this report and
Attachment A provide additional information.



populations. 'These concerns have arisen . : - ... --

largely in response to the high number of bird - -

kills at one wind farm located in Altamont ' i`
Pass in California, where 183 birds, including
five bald eagles, were killed by turbine rotor --

blades between 1990 and 1992. Changes in
turbine technology - including additional . - "
lighting, the redesign of turbine nacelles to; -' -- i

eliminate bird' nesting opportunities, and'
slower blade rotations,' which make the
turbines easier for birds to see and avoid -have reduced their potential threat to wildlife. A 2001
National Wind Coordinating Committee (NWCC) study, indicated that, on average, approximately
two birds are killed per turbine per year.

In some states, companies considering new locations for wind farms must also submit environmental
impact statements before proceeding with projects. At the Buffalo Mountain Wind Farm, an
environmental assessment was conducted to ensure that the wind farm would not negatively impact
the natural environment. -

Economic Impacts

The potential economic benefits provided by wind energy at AMLs include local job creation,
economic growth and diversification, and increased tax revenues.3 Wind energy can help revitalize
economies by creating new businesses andjobs, and by keeping energy dollars circulating within local
economies. Several recent studies have analyzed wind energy data to quantify these benefits. A
nationwide 2001 study by the Center for Renewable Energy and Sustainable Technology concluded
that wind farms create 40 percent morejobs'per dollar invested than coal plants. The European Wind
Energy Association estimates that every megawatt of wind capacity creates about 15-19 jobs, or
about five times more jobs per dollar invested than coal or nuclear power.

Locating a wind farm at an AML can also benefit the local economy through the purchase of local
goods and services. During the construction of the 'wind farm, companies and contractors require
equipment and support services, while their;employees require services like food and lodging.
Following construction of a wind farm,'companies and contractors and their employees continue to
require local goods and services as the farms are maintained, repaired, and upgraded over time.
Studies that have assessed the scale of local economic benefits provided by wind farms have reached
different conclusions. One study for a wind developer cited by the NWCC concluded that the
operation of a 100-megawatt wind farm would generate approximately $500,000 in annual local
purchases. A 1995 report from California's Kern County Wind Energy Association, in'contrast,
concluded that the county's local economygains $11 million annuallyfromthepurchase ofgoods and

3 Additional tax revenues are generated rorn increased local spending on goods and services during the
construction and operation of a wind farm.
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services for wind energy projects. The county's total economic gain includes new tax revenues
generated by the purchases. Kem County, which contains 4,600 wind turbines with a total generation
capacity of 1,400 megawatts, is home to the largest cluster of wind farms in the United States.

The local revenue derived from a parcel of
land can be significantly increased by the
addition of wind turbines. Wind turbines "We're the only family in Pennsylvania milking
provide an additional source of revenue, cows next to windmills. It's a way to make, a'
particularly at sites like AMLs where the little extra money, and it doesn't take much of
land is either not in use or is in agricultural your land. It does not disrupt your way of
use. Wind farms can be integrated with fanning."
existing agricultural uses. For example, at -

the Somerset wind farm, property owner -Property Owner Robert-Will in the Patriot
Robert Will receives two percent of the NewsFebruary 2nd, 2002
turbines' production revenue as payment for
allowing the turbines to be sited on his land.
In total, each turbine generates $3,000 to $3,500 each year in revenue for the property owner, while
Mr. Will retains the ability to farm most of his property.

Even though the cost o f generating wind energy has decreased dramatically in the past ten years, the
technology does require a higher initial investment than fossil-fueled generators. Roughly 80 percent
of a wind farm's startup cost is its machinery, with the balance being the site's preparation and
installation. However, ifwind farm systems are compared with fossil-fueled systems on a "life-cycle"
cost basis (counting fuel and operating expenses for the life of the generator), wind costs are much
more competitivewith other generating technologiesbecause there isno fuelto purchase and minimal
operating expenses. The construction and operating costs associated with wind energy will also
continue to decrease over time. New, utility-scale wind projects are being built in the United States
today with energy generation costs ranging from3.9 cents per kilowatt-hour (at windy sites in Texas)
to five cents or more (in the Pacific Northwest), costs that are competitive with the direct operating
costs of conventional forms of electricity generation.

Wind energy's remaining major economic limitation is its status as an intermittent power supply.
While the wind is an inexhaustible, renewable natural resource, it does not blow all of the time, and
cannot be guaranteed to come online during periods of high energy demand. Organizations like the
Tennessee Valley Authority at the Buffalo Mountain wind farm are working to develop energy
storage facilities for wind farms that would enable the power generated by wind turbines to be stored
and released at times of high energy demand.

Social Impacts

Wind farms located on AMLs can provide several social benefits, serving as local landmarks and a
source of community pride. At the Somerset wind farm, for example, the striking silhouette of the
wind turbines has provided a new local point of reference, and even attracted tourists passing by on



the nearby Pennsylvania Turnpike. Robert WiU, the property's landowner, has come to expect a
regular flow of visitors on weekends, drawn to look at the turbines.

Wind farms can also generate community concerns about the potential noise levels and aesthetics
associated with wind turbines. Turbine noise levels have decreased substantially - a single modem
wind turbine is barely audible. The American Wind Energy Association estimates that a wind turbine
located 250 meters from a residence generates about as much noise as a kitchen refrigerator. A wind
farm with multiple turbines, however,'will generate more sound and the appropriate siting of the
proposed wind farm in relation to surrounding land uses may need to be considered during the
planning and siting process.

Community aesthetic concerns can center around the size, design, and visualprominence ofthe wind
turbines, which may significantly alter a community's skyline. Turbines' shadow patterns and night-
lighting can also create a visual nuisance if sited near residences and businesses. Turbines' shadow
patterns and night-lighting can be addressed by planting trees or installing screens. Aesthetic
concerns, however, canbe more difficult to address, as people's preferences can vary. Some people
like the profile of wind turbines, for example, while others find them visually disruptive. Conmmunity
outreach and education efforts can help ensure that all community members are included in the
planning process from the outset. During community meetings, community members can express
their concerns, learn about wind energy, and work with other community members and interested
parties, including local officials, residents, organizations, and energy providers, to ensure that
proposed wind farm projects are appropriately designed, well-sited, and ultimately successfuL

Getting Started

As your community evaluates its interest in pursuing wind power as a reuse option for local
abandoned mine lands, there are several important factors to consider. These factors include:

* Sustained Community Involvement

Active, sustained community involvement is critically important from the outset ofany community
planning process, and can help determine the extent to which wind power may be able to meet local
environmental, economic, and social needs. Discussion of community priorities can also help to
identify potential community concerns, like noise levels or aesthetics, associated with the location of
wind turbines on local AMLs. - --

Community discussions about potential reuse opportunities at local AMLs need to include a diverse
range of stakeholders, reflecting the local and regional impact of former mining sites on economies,
communities, and ecosystems. Stakeholders in an effective, inclusive process may include local
government officials, citizens, and local organizations, previous site landowners and operators,
current or future landowners, potential developers, Tribal interests, and state and federal agencies



with potential oversight responsibilities at a site. Additional interested parties may include wind
energy corporations and power companies, wildlife organizations, and renewable energy
organizations. These organizations may be able to provide key technical support and funding
resources.

* Understanding of Land Ownership Issues

The community's efforts to evaluate local AMLs as potential locations for wind firms will require
close coordination with the owners of these former mining sites. Landowners may be aware of the
potential benefits provided by wind energy, or may need to work with the community to determine
whether a wind firm represents an opportunity to return their property to successful reuse.

The community may also need to clarify and resolve several land ownership issues. Former mining
sites often have multiple owners, including individuals and mining companies. Outstanding mining
claims may need to be resolved. Properties may have separate surface and mining rights that are
owned by different entities. In each case, the community will need to contact and develop working
relationships with the owners of the properties or mining rights at each AML as early as possible in
the planning process.

* Site Feasibility

As your commuinity establishes an
inclusive community involvement
process and addresses site
ownership issues, the community
can begin to effectively evaluate
the feasibility of wind power as a ";'' v I .-
reuse option for local AMLs. .O - ..

The technical feasibility of By X
locating a wind farm on a local *-- _ MUM_ e n ters;

AML depends on the availability 20 1 ° 0 a 0 6

of sufficient wind resources, 2 iGO 4.6 1.5 2400 05. 1285

suitable location characteristics, 5 20 6.0 1A.4 500 7.0 167

- 340 6.4 14.7 800 8. 197rand existing infrastructure. '300 7.0 15. 600 80 179

Energy resource maps can help low 9.4 2101 2O 11.9 26.6

the community determine if the
site is located in an area that U.S. Wind Energy Resource Map (U. Department of Energy)
receives sufficient wind resources.
Potential wind farm sites at AMLs must also include adequate space for large-scale turbines and open
areas located away from buildings, which obstruct wind flow. Finally, the community will need to
determine, using local electric power system maps and general area maps, whether AMLs are located
in close proximity (typically within two miles) of existing infrastructure. Sites located adjacent to
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existing roads and power transmission lines mean that wind turbines can be installed and connected
to the power grid with reduced cost.

Community Considerations: Evaluating the Potential Reuse of a Local AML

Communities considering the potential reuse of a local AML as a wind farm can work through the following
evaluative steps. For information about wind energy consultants that can provide the services described
below, please refer to the American Wind Energy Association (AWEA)'s web site at www.awea.ore/directorv.

Identify AML sites and their wind energypotential, based on the availability ofwind resources, site
location, and the availability of existing infrastructure like roads and power transmission lines, which can
reduce costs. Wind resource maps such as the Pacific Northwest Laboratory's Wind Energy Resource
Atlas (online at rredc.nrel.zov/wind/pubs/atlas) and data from the National Climatic Data Center (online
at www.ncdc.noaa.ov) can be used to assess local wind resources. Maps of local electric power systems
and general area maps can help determine the availability of existing infrastructure.

* Secure access to the site. Work with AML property owners to explore the potential benefits provided by
'wind energy at each site and determine their level of interest.

* Explore and address the social and environmentalfactors that may affect the project, including raptor
activity, endangered species in the area, the site's geology, comnmunity concerns about noise and
aesthetics, cultural and historical factors, and local air traffic issues.

* Arrange for a professional appraisal of the site's wind resources. A professional appraisal of the site's
wind resources involves the construction of meteorological towers equipped with anemometers,
instruments that measure wind force and speed.- Based on one-year's worth of data from these -
instruments, a meteorologist can prepare a site report that describes the area's wind resources.
Companies that provide these services can be found on AWEA's website, listed above.

* Obtain the services of a professionalfamiliar with thi regulatory environment surrounding wind power
development. These services can help ensure that relevant state and federal regulations like

-environmental impact statements are identified and addressed early in the planning process.

* Jdent fb a wind energy developer that would be interested in discussing the possibility of locating a wind
farm on the site. Attachment B at the end of this report provides a list of wind energy developers.

* Identify a reliable powier purchaser and secure tentative Commitments from one or more buyers for the
wind farm's output. Local, regional, and national utilities, as well as other entities, including universities
and businesses, are potential purchasers of a wind farm's output. Local utilities will also need to be
contacted to ensure access to the area's existing power transmission network. :

* Establish access to sufficient capital to support the cost of constructing a wind farm approximately $1
million per megawatt. National and interaioiinal lenders, including investment banks, insurance
companies, and foreign investors, iypicalljsupply50-90 percent ofwind projects' capital costs, with
project sponsors providing the remainder of the project's funding.

* Secure an agreement with a company to provide operations and maintenance services for the wind
turbines. Companies that provide these services can be found on AWEA's website, listed above.

I '
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Community Resources

For communities interested in pursuing wind energy as a reuse opportunity for a local abandoned
mine land, there are a wide range of existing programs and incentives that are available. Types of
assistance that are available include grant funding, technical assistance, and tax credits. Some ofthese
incentives, such as tax credits, target the private sector, spurring companies to develop wind farms.
However, communities can access most of the resources that are available and receive financial
assistance, information, and technical advice from organizations and agencies that specialize in the
development of wind energy resources at AMLs.

Two federal agencies, the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), have developed programs that can assist communities as they explore wind energy reuse
opportunities for AMLs. DOE has programs that provide financial incentive payments to public and
non-profit renewable energy producers for the development of renewable energy resources, funding
for community-based education, training, and information dissemination activities, and cost-sharing
funding for state and industry renewable energy partnerships.

In particular, DOE's Rebuild America program can serve as a valuable resource for communities
pursuing reuse opportunities at AMLs. The Rebuild America program is a network of hundreds of
community-based partnerships across the nation that are dedicated to improving the quality of life in
communities through energy efficiency solutions. The program provides financing and technical
assistance to help communities identify, prioritize, and solve energy-related problems.

EPA's AML Team is also an important resource that can provide communities with technical support
and resources as they explore reuse opportunities available at AMLs. EPA's AML Team can work
in partnership with communities to clarify EPA's interests at former mining sites and address potential
obstacles to reuse planning at these sites. In the future, the Team will also be developing databases,
case studies, and other tools and resources to help communities pursue wind energy as a dynamic
reuse opportunity for local AMLs.

Attachment A provides additional information about available federal and state-level programs
and incentives, including the programs described above, as well as a list of additional wind energy
resources. Because of the large number of state-level programs, the section provides links to two
listings with information about these programs. Each of these programs have been highlighted
because they can provide your community with helpful services and funding as it considers wind
energy reuse options for local abandoned mine lands. Attachment B provides contact information
for wind energy developers and consultants that are members of the American Wind Energy
Association (AWEA). Attachment C lists the sources used during the development of this report.
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Conclusions

Wind energy provides a significant opportunity~for communities to reuse abandoned mine lands.
By returning AMLs to productive reuse as wind farms, communities can benefit from'the potential
cleanup ofthese vacant, idle properties, as well as from economic benefits that include local job
creation, economic growth and diversification, and increased tax revenues. To pursue these
benefits, communities will need to evaluate local wind resources and establish strong working
relationships with site landowners and wind energy providers. As the Buffalo Mountain and
Somerset wind farms illustrate, these projects will also require sustained community'interest and
innovative financing and design approaches. The end result: AMLs reclaimed as wind farms that
can help communities find new answers to long-standing economic and environmental questions.
The opportunities await.

...
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Attachment A: Federal and State Resources

Program Name Agency Program Description Contact Information

Renewable Energy Prod. Incentive DOE and IRS Financial payments for public and non-profit sector www.crcn.doc.gov
renewable energy producers wwwmnrel. coM

Wind Biomass Renewable IRS Tax incentives for private sector renewable energy www.irs.gov
Electricity Production Credit producers

Solar, Wind, and Geothermal IRS Corporate depreciation tax deduction for investments www.irs.ov
Modified Accelerated Cost in renewable energy technologies
Recovery System

Competitive Financial Assistance DOE, Office of Energy Grant funding for public outreach, training, and www.cren.doe.gov
Efficiency Renewable technical assistance related to energy efficiency and c-center.doe.eov
Energy renewable energy

National Industrial Competitiveness DOE, Golden Field Grant funding for state and industry partnerships that www.,gol den .doe.gov
through Energy, Environment, and Office emphasize energy efficiency and clean production
Economics (NICE3) technologies

Native American Anemometer Loan DOE, National Provision of anemometers and installation equipment Www.eren. doe.cov/windpowcr
Program Renewable Energy for measurement of wind resources on tribal lands ingamerica/na anemometer lo

Laboratory an.html

Green Power Partnership EPA Technical assistance for institutions that use renewable www.cna.cov/creenpower/ioin
energy resources /ioin.htn

Database of State Incentives for State programs Tax credits, loans, and grants for renewable energy www.dsireusa.org
Renewable Energy resources

Inventory of State Incentives for State programs Wind resource information and wind energy-related www.awca.orn/oubs/invcntorv.
Wind Energy in the U.S. financial, economic, and regulatory incentives html
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Program Name Agency Program Description Contact Information

Illinois Renewable Energy Illinois Department of Grant finding for projects focused on the use of www.commerce.state.iL.us/co
Resources Program Commerce and renewable energy resources in Illinois m/ndf/RENEWABLE%20ENE

Community Affairs RGY%20RESOURCES%20Gr
._ ._ ._._-. ant.pdf

Additional Wind Energy Resources

The American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) is a national trade association wwwv.awea.org
that promotes wind power as a renewable energy resource.

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is DOE's premier laboratory www.nrel.gov
for renewable energy research and development.

The National Wind Technology Center is the subgroup of NREL that focuses on www.nrel.gov/wind
wind energy.

The National Wind Coordinating Committee (NWCC) supports the development www.nationalwind.org
of sustainable commercial markets for wind power.

The Golden Field Office manages many of DOE's renewable energy programs. wvww.wolden.doe.xov

AWEA policy document that describes wind energy development efforts around wvww.awvea.ore/nolicv/incentivcs.html
the world.
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Attachment B: Contact Information for Wind Energy Companies and Consultants

The list below provides contact information for wind energy developers and consultants that are
members of the American Wind Energy Association (AWEA). For a comprehensive listing of
wind energy developers, operators, consultants, and turbine nanufacturers, please refer to
AWEA's online directory at www.awea.ore/directorv.

* ABB Power: www.abb. com
* AEP Energy Services, Inc.: www.aeo.com
* Atlantic Renewable Energy Corp.:_

www.at lantic-renewable.com
* Black & Veatch Corp.:

www2.bv.com/energv/index.htm
* CalWind Resources, Inc.: www.calwind.com
* Catamnount Energy Corp.: www.catenercv.com
* CHIEnergy, Inc.: www.chienergv.com
* Cielo Wind Power LLC: www.cielowind.com
* Clipper Windpower LLC: www.cliperwind.com
* Distributed Generation Systems, Inc.:

www.diseen onl ine.com
* DP Energy Ltd.: www.dpenergv.com
* EAPC Architects & Engineers: www.eapc. net
* Endless Energy Corp.: www.endlessenercv.com
* Energy Unlimited, Inc.: ivww.eui-windfarrn.com
* enXco: www.enXco.com
* Eurus Energy America Corp.:

www.eurusenercv.com
* FPL Energy, Inc.: www.fplenerev.comr
* Foresight Energy Company:

www.foresigh tenerzv.com
* GE Wind Energy www.gewindenergv.com
* Generation Resources Holding Co.:

www.crhc.biz
* Global EnerCom Management:

www.gernengr.corn
* Global Winds Harvest, Inc.:

www.globalwinds.com
* Green Mountain Energy Company

www.areenmountain.com
* Greenlight Energy, Inc.: www.elnre.com
* Guascor North America: www.quascor. com

* International Applied Engineering:
www.iaeinc.corn

• LG&E Power, Inc.: www.lceenergv.com
* M.A. Mortenson: www.mortenson.com
* Midwest Renewable Energy Corp.:

www.midwest-renewable.com
* National Wind Power, Ltd.:

www.natwindpower.com
* NedPower US LLC: www.nedpower. com
* Northern Alternative Energy, Inc.:

www.windpower.com
* North American Renewables Corp.:

www.narenewables.com
* Oak Creek Energy Systems, Inc.:

www.oakcreeken erev.com
* Orion Energy, LLC: www.orion-enerev.com
* PB Power, Inc.: www.pbworld.com/power
* Pacific Winds, Inc.: www.powerworksinc.corn
* Renewable Energy Systems (USA), Inc.:

www.res-ltd.com
* SeaWest WindPower, Inc.:

www.seawestwindpower.com
* Specialized Power Systems, Inc.:

Www.sPswind.net
* Superior Renewable Energy:

www.superiorrenewable.con
* Tenderland Power Company

www.tenderland.corn
* Tennessee Valley Infrastructure Group:

www.tvi groun. corn

w'vwwwaecornrcorn
* US Wind Force, LLC: uswindforce.com
* Wintec Energy, Ltd.: www.wintecenerv.cotn
* Zilkha Renewable Energy: www.zi lkha.corn



Attachment C: Acknowledgments -- -

Information for this report was gathered from various reports, papers and online sources,
categorized below: - i

General Wind Energy Information .

* the U.S. Departmctflt trmrfgimn'mbbke,Mt
www.eren .doe. gov/wind/homeowner.html.

* the 1995 book Wind Energy Comes of Age by Paul Gipe.
* the 1995 book Renewables Are Ready by Nancy Cole and P.J. Skerret.
* the Appalachian Mountain Club's 1996 General Policy on Windpower, at

www.nationalwind.ora.'
* the U.S. Department of Energy's 2000 fact sheet Wind Powering America: Clean Energyfor

the 21"! Century.
* the March 2000 Smithsonian article "A Second Wind."
* the August 2002 Time article 'The Winds of Change."
* the August 16,2002 USA Today article "Wind Energy Generates Income."
* the August 20,2002 Washington Post article "Windmills on the Water Create Storm on Cape

Cod."' - ,
* the American Wind Energy Association's website, at www.awea.org.
* the National Wind Coordinating Committee's wind energy fact sheets, at

www.nationalwind.org.

AML-Related Information and the Buffalo Mountain and Somerset WilldFarms

* the December 4, 2001 Elizabethton Star article "Windmills on the Mountain? TVA Project
Could Boost Tourism," at www.starhq.com/htmlAocalnews/1 201/ 120401 Windmills.html.

* the December 28, 2001 Charleston Gazette article "Grant Wind Farm will be Largest in East."
* the Oak Ridge Nuclear Laboratory's website, at www.ornl.gov.
* the Tennessee Valley Authority's Green Power Swi&h

websites, at www.tva.zov/greennowersmtdlTHexlhtm.
* the Powering the South organization's website, at wwxv.poweringthesouth.org.
* the Community Energy, Inc.'s New Wind Energy program website, at

www.newwvindenergv.com.
* the August 2002 Progressive Engineer article "A New Crop Takes Root," at

www.progressiveenLineer.com/frm back.htm.
* October 2002 and January 2003 interviews with Gary Verkleeren, Zilkha Renewable Energy.
* October 2002 interview with Robert Will, Somerset wind farm landowner.
* the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection website, at .vww.dep.state.pa.us.
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Environmental, Economic, and Social Impact trwmvdtotmux&&n

* the Fall 1995 Land and Progress article "Wind Energy Creates Jobs, Power in East Kern."
* the 1997 European Wind Energy Association report Wind Energy in Europe - The Facts, at

www.ewea.org/doc/ewea.pdf.
* the U.S. Department of Energy's 2000 fact sheet Wind Powering America: Clean Energy for

the 215' Century.
* the August 2001 National Wind Coordinating Committee report Avian Collisions with Wind

Turbines: A Summary of Existing Studies and Comparisons to Other Sources ofAvian
Collision Mortality in the United States, at www.nationalwind.org.

* the October 2001 AgJournal article "Wind Energy Investment Benefits Landowners," at
www.agiournal.couL

* the October 2001 Penn Almanac article "Wind Energy to Power Penn," at
www.upenn.edu/almanac/v48/n I 0/WindPower.html.

* the November 2001 Renewable Energy Policy Project report The Work That Goes Into
Renewable Energy, at www.renn.org/rep2.

* the December 2002 Grist article "Tilting at Windmills: Activists Are Split on Proposed Project
Off Cape Cod," at www.gristmaizazine.com.

* February 2, 2002 Patriot News article, at wvww.pennfive.com/patriotnews.
* the American Wind Energy Association's website, at www.awea.org.
* the U.S. Department of Energy's Wind Energy Program website, at

www. eren.doe. eov/wind/homeowner.html.
* the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection's Wind Farming fact sheet, at

www.dem.state. va.us.
* the Office of Surface Mining, Reclamation, and Enforcement website, at

www.doi.eov/1fin/ar4osm.htrn].



Wind Energy Development
on Reclaimed Mining Sites

Craig Cox
Interwest Energy Alliance

NMAINRC Uranium Recovery Workshop
Denver, Colorado

25 May 2005

Mine redevelopment is not a new idea...
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...but an excellent idea for today.
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Advantages of mine
redevelopment with wind energy
* Good transmission often

in place
* Reduced environmental '

sensitivity
* Mines often located

near good wind
resources

* Strip and deep mines
both good for wind
redevelopment

�a n��I-

Challenges in redeveloping
mine sites with wind

* Biggest obstacle: foundation system
-Wind turbine foundations are designed to handle

enormous foundation loads
* Wind turbine foundation systems are not capable of

tolerating differential settlements Induced from mine
subsidence

* Need to work on conditioning of sol and Improving
foundations

* Sites often require a ground improvement technique
such as deep dynamic compaction (DDC)

* Estimated added cost: 10% of foundation costs

Other matters relating to mine
redevelopment

* Mines located at depths
of 200 or more feet are
generally considered
deep mines.

* Wind turbine
foundations have little or
no impact over mines
greater than 200' below
the surface
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Other matters relating to mine
redevelopment, con't.

* Biggest concern with wind
turbines over mines
(surface or deep) is due to
the potential influence of
the mine (i.e. subsidence)
on the wind turbine

* Records kept by mining
companies of subsurface
activities often prove to be /
valuable development tools

Who is the
Interwest Energy Alliance?

* American Wind Energy
Association

* Coalition for Clean,
Affordable Energy

* Colorado Farm Bureau
* Environment Colorado
* enXco
* Foresight Energy
* FPL Energy

* GE Wind Energy
* Grand Canyon Trust
* PPM Energy
* SeaWest Windpower
* Stoel Rives LLP
* Utah Clean Energy
* Vestas-American Wind

Technology
* Western Resource

Advocates
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Good communications

* Involve local communities.
stakeholder groups,
advocacy organizations,
utlities, governmental
bodies and other players
- ldentifychampi"

* Try to resolve issues of
concern before they make
headlines

* Learn from success of
other redevelopment
projects

Wind energy is cost-
competitive and market-ready

In a 2001 decision. the Colorado Public Utilities
Commission declared that the 162MW Lamar windpower
facility will 'likely lower the cost of electricity for
Colorado's ratepayers.'
- Ancilary services deemed no to be a mao cost wind received

fair=cpct value; new wkdd eneg xdiced to cost less Om~
nattra gas when gas is aboe $3 Y50 MBTu

I BEnn~

Xcel Energy Says Wind Energy Will
Save Consumers $4.6 Million

* The new wind farm that Xcel
Energy is building near
Lamar will save consumers*
$4.6 million in their power
bills.

-4-o Xce/ Enetreby asfimonybyRonah Dame to FERC,
16Ju"e 203
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Site Services for a Typical 1 OOMW Windfarm

Projected Tax-base Increases of a
162MW Windfarm in Some Colorado

Counties

Other renewable technologies

Other renewable technologies
also experiencing plunges in cost

n&... i
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THE 2005 NATIONAL MINING ASSOCIATION (NMIA)
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC)

URANIUM RECOVERY WORKSHOP

May 24-25,2005
Executive Tower Hotel, Denver, Colorado

Mk mv
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Uranium Market Update

Fletcber T. Newton
Cbief Executive Officer
Power Resources, Inc.
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Uranium Market
104 million lbs U 08

2004 World Uranium Production Estimate

* Canada
10%i

iAustralia

29% *Kazakh
, Niger

III Russia

8 _ _ 0 Namibia

22| * Uzbek

* Other

U308 Supply/Demand: 2005-2014
Million lbs U308

> 100 minion Hbs

Total US Electricity Net Generation (2004)

2004 Tota UtwIty Genetion (bkWbrs) (Pecent

Coal 1976.3 50.0
Petdoeum 117.6 30
Natuai Gas 699.6 17.7
Nudear 788.6

19.9 Hydroelectic 261.5 6.6
Renewables 1098 2A
Total 3,953.4 100.0

2004 Total Generation 3,953.4 bkWhrs

L Jd*su
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US Electriciy Generation Fuel Shares
(1973 vs 20041)

Fuel Type 1973 2004

Nuclear 4.5% 19.9%

Coal 45.6% 50.001.

Oil 16.9% 3.0%/

Gas 18.3% 17.7%

Hydro 14.6% 6.6%

Other 0.1% 2.8%

m - lW SW

US Nuclear Industry Net
Electricity Generation (1973-2004)
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Operable US Nuclear Power Plants (Units)
(1953-2004)
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U.S. Capacity Factors by Fuel Type

Fuel Type Average Capacity
Factors (2004)

Nedear 90.5%

Coal 70.8%

Gas (Combiwed Cyclt) 38 2%
Gas (Steam Turbine) ICM

Oii (Steam Turbine) 26.2%

Solar 22.4%

HIydre 29.6%

Wind 32.1%

5- L mdnAw" ( 4W

US Nuclear Industry Is Achieving Record
Levels of Performance

(1980-2004)
.J5 90.5

ES$

s_- 5e _. *

75

i7.
65

S5

so . . . . . . .

Capacity Brought on Line by Fuel Type
(1950-2004)

120.000
* Hyder
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6800*00

20.000ald
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Projected U.S. Electricity Demand
2003-2025
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Average US Nuclear Industry Non-Fuel O&M
Costs (1981-2003)

(in 2003 Cent perAIdwho(4

Im

A._AW

1.300.

0.i0

Average US Nuclear Industry Fuel Costs
(1981-2003)
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Fuel as a Percentage of Electric Power Industry
Production Costs (2003)
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Waste Generated by a 1,000 MW Coal Plant
(Tons/Yr)

Compared to
Waste Generated by a 1,000 MW Nuclear Plant

(Tons/Yr)
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Uranium Mining TENORM
Report and More

Loren Setlow

U.S. EPA

Office of Radiation and Indoor Air (6608J)

Washington, DC 20460

2005 NMAINRC Uranium
Re y ke EPA

_'K

Uranium Mining TENORM
Report

* Report is follow-up and update to previous EPA
reports on uranium mining, and uranium mining
wastes but focusing on TENORM wastes and risks

* EPA meetings with Its Science Advisory Board in
2001 affirmed general content of new report, SAB
recommended coverage of all industry sector
activities regardless of agency authorities

Previous EPA Reports
* 1983 (ORIA) - Report to Congress on the

Potential Health and Environmental Hazards of
Uranium Mine Wastes

* 1985 (OSW) - Report to Congress on Wastes from
the Extraction and Beneficlatlon of Metaflic Ores,
Phosphate Rock, Asbestos, Overburden from
Uranium Mining, and Oil Shale

* 1993/1994 (ORIA) - Draft Diffuse NORM Risk
Assessment and Waste Characterization. SAB
review

* 1995 (OSW)-Extraction and Beneficlation of Ores
and.Minera s UEnA
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Volume I

* Provides overview of U.S. uranium mining history.
mining methods, wastes generated Including
physical and chemical characteristics, waste
volumes, reclamation methods

* Peer and outside reviews of draft report, fall 2004
* Final release planned soon - Volume I

- Will Include statutory and regulatory responsibility
appendix-clarifications on agency oversights

- Plus other revisions based on comments received

_ &EP

Volume I
* Overburden radium-226

ranges:
- 58 samples from 17 mines,
-69% > S pClg and
- 50% > 20 pCUg (EPA 1985)

* Values >20 pCIg unusual, protore
30-600 pCUg (Otton-USGS 1998)

* White King 53 pCVg In near
surface overburden while Lucky
Lass sample had only 2 pCig
(Weston 1997)

EPA

Volume I
* Estimated overburden produced by surface and

underground mining -4000 producers (Otton - USGS
1998 for EPA)

* These estimates may be low considering the numbers of
sites Identified by the EPA GIS effort

* Surface mining produced 45 times more overburden than
underground mines

1wcd" ROAN
5}i4~~~J~O~O e . s>o.o *-.U~COAOO~fQ ' .W. ¢~3.

pwaft
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Volume I

* DOE 2000 study of costs of remediating 21
uranium mines
- Reclamation costs ranged from $0.241MT

of ore produced and $2,337lhectare of
disturbance, to $33.331MT of ore and
$269,531/hectare of disturbance

-Average total estimated reclamation cost
was $13.9 million per mine - Differences
based on mine size, accounting methods

_|F_

Volume I
DOE 21 mine sites studied:
- 96.9 million MT ore, 114,803

MT of uranium
- Lowest cost of closure, Snb

uraniumyellowcake: $0.18
- Highest cost of closure, snlb

uranium yellowcake: $23.74
- Cost data developed for 2002

IAEAINEA report

___el

;__ _

askJU

.:_f4

h 0S EPA
:_P._

Volume 11

* Results and analyses derived from EPA's
uranium mining geographic information system
(GIS) database

* Generalized risk assessments (cancer risk) from
exposures to TENORM wastes from abandoned
uranium mines

* Review of cancer risks associated with other
aspects of uranium mines as reported In previous
EPA and other studies

XAA
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Volume 11
* Regional GIS co-operation project, covers 14

western states; approximately 15,000 mines with
uranium records in combined data bases

* Provides spatial co-location information for use In
evaluating most likely stakeholder populations and
exposure situations to uranium mining TENORM

* EPA field studies, GIS analyses, EPA SAB
recommendations determined most likely exposure
situations for modeling general exposure risk

A

I

Risk Modeling - Approaches

* Per EPA SAB recommendations, variety of
computer models examined. Used for analyses:
- Soil Screening Guidance for Radionuclides (U.S.

EPA 2000)
- RESRAD BUILD

* Most likely exposure situations:
- Individuals building with, on, or adjacent to

uranium mine waste, recreation situations, worker
exposures

- Exposures on Federal and Tribal lands P_

4
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And More - Assistance to Tribes

* Assistance to EPA Regions 9 and 10 in
uranium issues on Tribal lands

* Navajo contaminated homes grant
- Identify locations of homes potentially

constructed with uranium mine waste
rock

- Development of radiation protection
standards

- Development of survey methods and
action levels

An&A

And More - Radionuclide MCLs
* Final Drinking Water Rule Promulgated In

late 2000
- Retained the maximum contaminant levels

(MCLs) for combined Radium-2261228 gross
alpha particle activity, and beta particle and
photon radioactivity in drinking water

- Seta new MCL for uranium
- Established separate monitoring requirements

for Radium-22a; and
- Required systems to monitor at each entry point

to the distribution system.

* Compliance Activities Required Starting in
2003
- By December 31, 2007, all drinking wat

And More - Radionuclide MCLs

Racdionuclkle Level

crnjned ,udian and 228 5pcL

r OVA pubkw a15t is pCVL
(excg radon and urunm"

Beta pailde ad photon radioad 4 nmemar

Uramn 3O0uWL

EA_
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And More - Radionuclide MCLs

* Draft EPA Regulator's Guide
* Estimation Tool (SPARRC)

- Spreadsheet Program to Ascertain
Radionuclides Residuals Concentration

* Technical and Regulatory Assistance
-Waste Disposal
-Worker Exposure and Safety Issues

em% Y

And More - Radionuclide MCLs
* Draft EPA Regulator's Guide

provides information on:
-Treatment technologies
-Applicable statutes and

regulations
-Radiation fundamentals
-Waste disposal options
-Worker exposure and safety
-State and regional contacts

And More - Radionuclide MCLs

* Treatment technologies discussed:
- Ion Exchange and Point of Use Ion Exchange
- Reverse Osmosis and Point of Use Reverse

Osmosis
- Lime Softening
- Green Sand Filtering
- Co-precipitation with Barium Sulfate
- Electrodialysisl Electrodialysis Reversal
- Pre-formed Hydrous Manganese Oxide Filtration
- Activated Alumina
- Coagulation/FiltraFIot Aron

vy -_
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And More - Radionuclide MCLs

* Treatment Residuals - Solids and liquid
wastes: pipe scale, filters, residuals, backwash,
brines; sludges

, EPA
40MIMI

And More -- Radionuclide MCLs

* ANPR for low-activity radioactive waste
disposal:
- Potentially Includes a large universe of low

activity waste including naturally
occurring radionuclides

-Focus on disposal in RCRA hazardous
waste landfills

-Analysis could provide insight towards
management decisions for water treatment
residuals ^

CY 0-
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Summary

* EPA is completing technical reports on
uranium mining TENORM in
preparation for determining its next
assistance steps with stakeholders

* EPA Is developing waste management
guidance for states and public water
systems on Implementation of the
recent radionuclide MCL rule

_L3
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Spatial Analysis and Decision
Assistance (SADA) Version 4

Presented by
George E. Powers

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Environmental Assessment Methods in SADA
Denver, CO

May 25, 2005
SADAI

$di ~1#A-4,"

SADA General Information
Windows--based freeware designed to integrate scientific models
with decision and cost analysis frameworks in a seamless, easy to
use environment.

* Visualization/GIS
* Statistical Analysis
* Geospatial Interpolation
* Geospatial Uncertainty Analysis
* Human Health Risk Assessment
* Ecological Risk Assessment

* Custom Analysis
* MARSSIM Module
* Area of Concern Frameworks
* Cost Benefit Analysis
* Sampling Designs
* Export to Arcview/Earthvision

SADA has been supported by both the DOE, EPA, and the NRC.
SADA Version 3.0 had about 11000 downloads. Version 4.0 has
had 800+ since December, 2004.

SADAN

SADA Overview I



SADA General Information (cont.)
Free stand-alone package for Windows 98, 98SE, NT SP4 or higher, 2000, ME,
and XP.

Contact information, updates, documentation, and downloads are available on-
line at httv:/Iwww.tiem.utk.edu/-sada/

A SADA user's group, email, annual conferences, and on-site training.

A substantial help file is included.

Conduct 'black and white box" testing internally as well as an external beta
release period.

Publish verification document on the website.

SADAw

I ��l 1- -

Data Formats
* SADA can accept data In two formats: comma delimited files (csv) and Microsoft

Access.

* SADA requires the presence of certain fields In the data set.
- Easting
- Northing
- Depth
- Value
- Name

* SADA can use other forms of Information as well
- Media
- Detection
- Date
- CAS Number

* Any other form of meta data can be Imported as well. User can plot and retrieve this
meta data during an analysis.

* SADA recognizes soil, sediment, surfacewater, groundwater, air, blota, and
background, and the 'basic" media type. Basic Is assigned to data that have no
media type.

SADA.
l 5s~$Fdi1 mis d De- rA

SADA Overview 2



Importing Data Into SADA
The next step is to match the columns of information. in the ascli data file to information
categories that are required or may be useful in SADA.

Required information categories are followed by an (*) and must be assigned to a
column in the ascii data file. A category is not assigned if the (none) option is selected
in the drop down box. The Depth category is required only when data exist at varying
depths. If the Detect Qualifier is not assigned, the data are assumed to be all detects.
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If Media ID, which denotes the type of media
the contaminants are sampled in (e.g. soil or
groundwater) is not assigned, SADA adds an
artificial media column titled 'Basic' and the
human health risk and/or ecological risk
modules cannot be setup later.

After the columns have been set, press
Next>>. SADA begins the conversion
process and presents the data as it will be
imported into the Data Editor.

<< Bit Cal | NW >>| He.I Mg»I _ie WM
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Data Editor
The Data Editor provides a chance to identify errors in the data set and correct them
during the import process. It may also be accessed from the Tools Menu at any time
later for data corrections or additions.

SADA highlights cells with red if they contain an unacceptable value. To detemnine the
exact error, place the mouse over the red cell and the yellow text box near the top
explains the problem. Once there are no red cells, the process continues.

It Is recommended that the
Automatic Error Checking
box remain checked so SADA

Pk 5 A , a ' X looks for mistakes as you type.

s , , , .When the user is entering or
.. a : . . pasting large amounts of data
A as a and does not wish the process

to be slowed, however, it may

be preferable to uncheck the

a C a c e ,e a Automatic Error Checking
A .= _ , : :.box and check errors later with

the Check Errors button.
a * 7 a Am s -ae, AsM -

Me,. Ss'aTy An~yes .d Deduce AsaDCa

M E1111111111
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The New SADA Look: Scaleable Interfacing
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The New SADA Look
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The New SADA Look
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The New SADA Look
Analysis Box ||Data Type Box ||Datb NameBx Box [ Box |Layer Box|

I
The New SADA Look
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The New SADA Look
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The New SADA Look
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The New SADA Look
nlysis Box ||Date Type o r Box [Bo~x | se lo Layes Box|
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What exactly can you do in SADA?
Create initial sample designs

Import data

Plot data

Import GIS layers

Aggregate sections of the site

Calculate statistics (univariate, bivariate)

Model spatial correlation

Create contour maps

Create a kriging variance map
Perform traditional HH and Eco risk assessments

(tabular risk, screens, prgs, benchmarks)

Create a HH or Eco contoured risk map

Create a HH or Eco point risk map

Create a data screen map for HH, Eco, Custom

Create an eco point dose map

Create an contoured eco dose map

Create probability maps

Define areas of concern

Calculate cost vs cleanup

Draw a LISA Map

Develop secondary sample designs
Perform a MARSSIM data analysis

Detect and Define MARSSIM elevated area

Visualize results in 3d

Autodocument results

Create a geobayesian site conceptual model

Draw area of concern maps based on conceptual
model

Calculate cost vs cleanup based on conceptual mode

Update the site conceptual model

Export to ESRi or Earthvision or common window
applications

Data Exploration

Statistics
�arI . 11III

I

�i
SpadW A.iv -d D~.- Acre
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MARSSIM Functionality
* Calculate sample size based on

Sign Test and WRS Test
* Develop initial sample design

incorporating DCGLS, Area Factors,
Instrument sensitivity

* Post sampling analysis (A site
passes or fails)

* Detecting and Defining Elevated
Areas
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Spatial Analysis

Al

Spatial Estimation

IJ

Version 4.0 Correlation Modeling Tools
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Geostatistics

SADA provides two kriging (geostatistical) models: Ordinary and Indicator
kriging. Ordinary kriging assumes a normal or lognormal distribution for the
data. Indicator kriging is a non parametric approach that does not assume any
distribution.

Like the methods discussed in Basic Spatial Analysis Tools, both methods are
based on a weighted combination of nearby samples. However, the
development and expression of these weights is quite complex and beyond
the scope of this training guide.

It may be helpful to think of kriging as an advanced form of the inverse
distance method. Recall that the inverse distance method weights sampled
values by their distance from the unsampled location.

Kriging approaches the problem in much the same way. However, rather than
distance (d), the weights are based on the amount of spatial correlation or
spatial covariance that samples exhibit at varying distances C(d).

Tm

I

Spatial Correlation

If data are spatially correlated, then on average, sample points that are close to
each other are more alike than sample points further away. (More complex
spatial correlations exist but this type is the most common).

More Alike

Sp-1 Mdiy..3 dd.. t"-
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Spatial Correlation

The degree to which data are more or less 'alike" for any given distance can be
calculated. SADA uses the semi-varlogram method, which returns a measure of
variance for any given distance of separation. This measure is defined as half
of the average squared difference between values separated by distance h.
The term h is referred to as the lag or lag distance.

1 Nor 2 where N(h) is the number of pairs separated
y(h) = F (x, - y0)2 by distance h, x^ is the starting sample point

2 N(h) ,.x (tail), and y1 is the ending sample point
(head).

Y(Tail)

X (Tail)
9pauWd ftiy.. ad NDole AM--a

Spatial Correlation

Rarely in practice, will you ever have any sample points separated by exactly a
lag distance h. Therefore, a lag tolerance centered about the lag distance will
permit a capture of more data points in the calculation of y(h). In the figure
below, all data points within the blue shaded area will be used.

So if we are interested in the variance of all data
points separated by 10 feet and we permit a lag
tolerance of 2 feet. We will actually be
calculating the variance of all pairs of data
between 9 and I1 feet apart.

Y (Tail Region)

X (Tail)

Se.dge Ani".-d and.-lnAu on

SADA Overview 13
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Spatial Correlation

Although assigning a lag tolerance helps, most cases will never have enough
samples separated by a lag - tol/2 to lag + tol/2 along a straight line to calculate
the semivariogram value. Therefore, an angle tolerance, 9, is also introduced to
expand the region and to include more points in the calculation of the
semivariogram value for the specified lag distance. In the figure below, all data
points within the blue shaded area will be used.

0

Y (Head Region)

4 . = Angle Tolerance

/o o~

X (Tail)
5p~d. AnA".-d N.. A-r

Spatial Correlation

If we repeat this operation for a number of lag
distances, we would generate a cone shaped tK
object expanding outward from the point of .>9
interest. This cone would be partitioned by lag Cj3
groups centered about our lag distances. 044

= Angle Tolerance

TM

Spas~ A.i0. Ed .Aa-

AOd
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Spatial Correlation
As the cone stretches farther out, it opens up
increasingly wide, capturing more and more
data points as it moves away. In practice,
geostatisticians will often apply a constraint
called the bandwidth. This bandwidth limits
the expansion of the cone to a certain width.
If you do not wish to constrain the cone's
expansion, specify a very large bandwidth. ke

:S7"- Bandwidth

e = Angle Tolerance

IM

Spk-d. Ai.A.d Di.m Acts

Spatial Correlation
Our final parameter is the angle. The angle
specifies in what direction you will be calculating
the semi-variogram values. This is sometimes
referred to as the angle of anisotropy. Now we are
constraining our semi-variogram values to a
certain direction.

North a= Angle

IM
Sp.d.) A-10. -d D�d- Aw--
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Spatial Correlation

The semi-variogram calculation is
performed for every sampled point.

* s

*0

.

*

.

59pd. Act.,- Nda-mA"-

Spatial Correlation

0

The semi-variogram calculation is
performed for every sampled point.

Sped. Ahiv d Dd.- Ao,
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Spatial Correlation

* The semi-variogram calculation is
. performed for every sampled point.

* *

* :

* /
/0

* ml

' wa nssaKDcmssc

Spatial Correlation

*

* -

*

The semi-variogram calculation is
performed for every sampled point.

.

5,0At mAe
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Spatial Correlation

* .The semi-variogram values are then plotted.

* *

Lag |Distance Value
Il II~

7 6l 3P1
3 98 8.9
4 123 _ 8.9

Semilvadogrm Plot

* s

90

8

.2

*

.

oF
0 20 40 00 so 100 120 40

* Lag Dare..

* pM

I

Spatial Correlation
Note though, by specifying an angle a, we are excluding all those data points
located outside of the cone from a - 0 degrees to a + 6 degrees. In other
words, we are exploring how data are correlated in a particular direction. If we
find that data are more correlated in one direction than another, the data are
said to be anisotropic. This means that data in the direction a are more alike
than in other directions.

Lag Distance Value

98 8.9

* *.Lao istance Val1e |4 123 89.

* A 4 123X 96

* TMe
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Spatial Correlation

In fact, if anisotropic conditions exist, the direction of highest correlation is
considered the major direction of anisotropy. The perpendicular direction is
referred to as the minor direction of anisotropy. The major direction of
correlation will exhibit semi-variogram values that increase at a slower rate
than any other direction. c

_ Major
Laq IDlsance Value

* . I 7 .

**3 98 8.9
4 123 8.9

Minor
Lag D.istIoance Value

3 *To- 94

4pd. A.Ad - A-

Spatial Correlation
Theoretically, the semi-variogram values will continue to rise until they reach
the sill value. The sill is the point at which the data are now far enough apart to
be independent. The sill value should be roughly equivalent to the variance of
the data set. A semi-variogram plot is useful in detecting the sill value and
location.

Semi-varlogiam plot

Lag Major (30) Minor (120) 6
1 0.56 0.6 Sill
2 0.95 34 5 a *
3 2.3 4.54
4 3.2 4.8 3 * *M*(20)

5 4.3 2 Mnor (120)
7 4.9
8 5 4.95 ;1
9 5.01 5.05 o -_. ._. -_
10 499 6 0 2 4 6 8 10

Dhtalce

In the above example, we see a major direction at 30 degrees and the
corresponding minor direction at 120 degrees. A sill value of approximately 5
is detected around 6 feet of separation.

TM
5~.UA.4 . -dnd-A -
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Isotropic Variograms

In order to calculate an isotropic or omni-directional variogram, simply set the
angle tolerance to 90 degrees and make the bandwidth significantly larger
than the site. This will force the cone to consider the entire spectrum of data
points.

8u904 mi~ ,N.

- -, - Bandwidth

S5.d.] Aoiv. s-d Ded-s Ansce

Spatial Correlation
What about In the opposite direction?
It is assumed that correlation is symmetrical. If data are varying a certain
amount at 30 degrees, then they are varying the same amount at 120 degrees.

Why don't we include those sample points in the 120 degrees direction to
Improve our semi-variogram calculation?
We do. Our current point of interest will be captured by the cone of those points
behind it.

, . ml

,,. - A4. -
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Three-Dimensional Variography

Three-dimensional semi-variogram calculation is the same approach as in the
two-dimensional case. In addition to the previously defined parameters, a z
angle (dip), z tolerance, and z bandwidth must be specified.

Z Angle (Dip) - The angle below the horizontal plane that the cone should dip.
Z Tolerance - The tolerance on this dip angle.
Z Bandwidth - The maximum distance the vertical component of the cone is
permitted to go.

Z0

Z Bandwidth

erance SpW Arliys, rd ~da.m Am. o

Setting Variography Model
To calculate semivariogram values, select Correlation Modeling from the
Steps Window and enter the appropriate information on the Parameters
Window. The results of two separate cones are viewed at once to provide
visual comparison and check for anisotropic correlation. Press Show Me.
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Rose Diagrams
Rather than viewing only on angle at a time, users can view semivariogram
values in all directions at once. They can then choose an angle of interest by
clicking on the rose diagram map. SADA will show the semivariogram values for
that direction.

:1 I4AD 1 - Iu

7 10.70 14,44 18.13 2151 25.50

TM

Andy4. Ar.d . _ '.A n

Secondary Information

* The term secondary information describes a collection of information
that may be either quantitative or qualitative in nature. This collection
of information is not the direct subject of interest. It is however
related and may assist in characterization of the primary subject,
particularly within a spatial context.

* Direct measurements of the subject may be costly or perhaps
dangerous to obtain. This results in only a few explicit samples.

* If secondary information is available in great quantities, it may
improve heterogeneity in the final results.

5,a1 Aisy.. ad Nd.- A"Sne
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Impact of Secondary Information

Annual rainfall data (mm)
90w

700

6W

500

4W0

300

900

7W

6W

4100

300

'Taken from Pierre Goovaerts' Presentation "Performance conparison of geostatistical
algorithma for incorporating elevation into the mapping of precipitation'

TM

Sp~dS Act.y, -d A~d Aeon

Geobayesian History

• The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is interested in explicitly
using all relevant information about a contaminated site to create a
better design strategy for subsurface (3d) sampling.

* The interest originates from final status decommissioning surveys
conducted by NRC.

* Issues in two-dimensional applications have been worked out in the
MARSSIM guidance developed by NRC, EPA, and DOE.

* MARSSIM guidance is best suited for 2d applications because of the
role that walk over radiological scans play in the process.

* The goal is to identify an analogous approach to MARSSIM for 3d,
particularly when faced with sparse data sets.

SA
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Geobayesian History
* In many cases, potentially useful information is known about the site that

can drive sampling and characterization strategies. These may include site
history, geology, and previous sampling.

* An approach is needed to explicitly use these varying sources of
information in a formal geospatial framework to drive the location of final
survey samples, to characterize the radiological risk, and to support closure
decisions.

* A number of approaches are being evaluated. The first is a method
originally formalized as the Adaptive Sampling and Analysis Program
(ASAP) at Argonne National Laboratory. This method integrates a standard
bayesian approach with indicator kriging.

* This approach was the basis for the SADA geobayesian module, created by
NRC and the University of Tennessee in the freeware program SADA.

* Other models under consideration include Co-kriging, and Markov Bayes.

Sphde Aiy., and D~dn- A"n

The Geobayesian Model
Historical Documents Geotechnical data Previous data

(secondary or direct)
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Case Study: Site Description

The KISKI Data Set

*Used as an example data set to test Geobayesian modeling.

*1261 samples in shallow sediment.

*-90 boreholes.

*Values range from near zero to 900 pCi/g. U
*Contaminant name was changed.

*Large number of data, but typical spatial distribution.

*Good starting point for evaluating the new Geobayesian approach.

5p,.uS Anip.Aytid NdAb

Case Study: Iterative Sampling
Depth

Samples | 0 I .6 1 1.2 1 1.8

PA

.40

20

I
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Decision Analysis

*Spatial Screen-s~j

*Sampling Strategies i ....

_ f 1~~~.E4 _) j
11- I fE^ Spatial Risk

Cog Vs MA * Area of Concern
_ HaCost V. Risk Reduttion

-* Cost Benefit

X AAy4. Nd

3D Visualization

a n
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Sample Designs
SADA has a number of sample design strategies in Version 4.0. These
strategies include initial and secondary designs. Some are based on
data alone while others are based on modeling results. With the
exception of a couple of exclusively 2d designs all are available in 3d
dimensions.

Initial Sample Designs
* Judgmental
* Simple Random
* Simple Grid
* Simple Unaligned Grid
* Standard Grid
* Standard Unaligned Grid
* MARSSIM Design
* 2d and 3d Hot Spot search designs

Secondary Sample Designs
* Threshold Radial
* Adaptive Fill
* High Value

- (soft, simulated & unsimulated)
* High Variance

- (soft, simulated & unsimulated)
* Extreme Value

- (soft, simulated & unsimulated)
* Area of Concern Boundary Design

- (soft simulated & unsimulated)
* Minimize/Maximize Area of Concern
* LISA Designs

- (Ripley's KMoran's l Geary's C)

SADA Overview 27
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Calculate Grid Area and Enter
Area Factor

Grid area is calculated ST-

based on the number
of samples and the
area of the site

Area Factor can be | I
entered or retrieved
from an excel file
generated in __ ___

RESRAD-
MARSSIM

Click on Retrieve AF
from RESRAD-
MARSSIM __=_=

SVjW MAyni d DcdD Ama

Determining Number of Samples -
Wilcoxon Rank Sum

*User inputs DCGL, LBGR, and
acceptable Type I and 11 error
rates

*Appropriate for grid designs
and simple random sampling

*Used when no background is
available

AV NW I k- is

T- rr m_ . d CftdV d.3
im j e O j j
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Some Example Initial Designs

* Judgmental :f.
1 0 a 0

~yX
*0 0

* * 60 0

* 0

0 0

- Grids-
I
i

3d hotspot
search

Some Example Secondary Designs
Threshold Radial

S}. **

0. - 1

.1 .

£: * :'

High Value Design

L
11 , ' .
i -

r
r

Min/Max AOC

*

I

*1l
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SADA Overview: Autodocumentation
* Provides transparency in the modeling process and facilitates

reproducibility of results.

* SADA automatically analyzes any current result and determines what
the "ingredients" of that result are. These ingredients are presented to
the user, who can choose the level of documentation to create.

* Self-documentation of all parameters, models, and other relevant
information.
- Exposure concentrations
- Risk models
- Exposure variables
- Geospatial parameters
- Toxicity data
- Images as bitmaps

* HTML format, can be exported to popular word processors

50.u. Anio. -d DAi AMe

I

SADA Overview: Autodocumentation
A1 fa

* Area of concern map

* Based on HH Risk

* Utilized inverse distance
as geospatial model

* Block based area of
concern framework.

SADA Overview 30
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Results Gallery

* Users can now save "static"
results to the results gallery

* Users can view them,
format them, and change
various viewing properties

* Prevents users from having
to regenerate a picture each
time they want to see it

* Version 5.0 will allow
dynamic results to be saved
for further modeling

SADA Overview 31
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Human Health and Ecological Risk

* SADA implements EPA methods for conducting ecological and
human health risk assessments

* Calculation of site-specific preliminary remediation goals
* Benchmark database for contaminant effects on ecological receptors
* Exposure modeling for humans and over 20 other terrestrial species
* Contains IRIS/HEAST toxicity databases for calculating risk from

exposure
* Contains EPA default exposure parameters for the risk models
* Tabular screening and risk results
* Point screens
* Risk and dose mapping

*da A.lys-and [Cd- AW

Human Health Risk Calculations
* For each media

- Soil, Sediment, Surface Water,
Groundwater

* Exposure Scenarios
- Residential, Industrial, Recreational,

Agricultural, Excavation EelWK dw

* Exposure Pathways
- Ingestion, Inhalation, Dermal Contact, Food

Chain (Beef, Milk, and Vegetable Ingestion)
* IRIS and HEAST Toxicity Databases for

Carcinogenic and Noncarcinogenic Effects
* Physical Parameters for Modeling

- Bioaccumulation Factors
- Volatilization, Particulate Emission Factors
- Permeability Constants, Absorption Factors
- Saturation Coefficients, Radionuclide Half-

Lives

_ _ Ea _ a m 1 lti a s

_ : 9 a_ _ , a , n

X5padl1 A iyi, and D .a - Adding

__ -
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Human Health Risk

* PRG Calculation

* PRG Screens

* Human Health Risk

I1

Sp~d.1 . ",-d.^d- q2

Spatial Implementation of Risk Assessment

* Conventional Risk Assessment Limitations
- Typically regulatory exposure assessment guidance recommends a

summary statistic for the exposure concentration
- Spatial information is lost when a summary statistic is used in the RA-

exposure is assumed to be continuous in space and time
- Often this lost info not recovered in the rest of the remediation process

* Reasons for incorporating spatial statistics into risk assessment
- Maximize the use of limited resources

* Efficiently collect data
* Retain collected spatial info in the risk assessment
* Use all types of available data, including expert judgment

- To more adequately characterize the exposure distribution
* Extrapolate from known data to cover data gaps
* Account for spatial processes related to exposure
* Better understand uncertainties in the exposure assessment

M --
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Ecological Risk

Ecological Risk Benchmarks
* Suitable for screening ERAs
* Compilation of ecological

benchmarks for surface water,
soil, and sediment

* Benchmarks a function of
environmental variables where
appropriate

TM
*.dS A-1ye. -d Aim .
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